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I. Summary

This report summarizes the activities carried out in this subcontract. These activities cover, first the atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) growth of GaAs, AlGaAs and InGaP at fairly low growth temperatures. This was followed by using ALE to achieve high levels of doping both n-type and p-type required for tunnel junctions (Tj) in the cascade solar cell structures. Then we studied the properties of AlGaAs/InGaP and AlGaAs/GaAs tunnel junctions and their performances at different growth conditions. This is followed by the use of these tunnel junctions in stacked solar cell structures. The effect of these tunnel junctions on the performance of stacked solar cells was studied at different temperatures and different solar fluences. Finally, we studied the effect of different types of back surface fields (BSF), both p/n and n/p GaInP solar cell structures, and their potential for window layer applications. Parts of these activities were carried in close cooperations with Dr. Mike Timmons of the Research Triangle Institute.

II. Graduate Students and their Thesis highlights:

Three graduate students Ph.D. theses were supported by this subcontract. Copies of there theses are available upon request.

1) Donggeun Jung - Ph.D. (1993)

The thesis has both experimental and modeling parts.

I. Experimental

- Growth of GaAs by ALE in a prototype reactor
- C-doping of AlGaAs to $10^{20}$ / cm$^3$
- Low temperature growth of InGaP by ALE in the range 400-500 °C
- Se doping of InGaP $\sim 9 \times 10^{19}$ / cm$^3$
- Properties of tunnel junctions in the AlGaAs/InGaP material systems.
- Effect of Annealing on the tunnel junction properties.
ii. **Modeling**

- Band line-up of the AlGaAs/InGaP heterointerfaces
- Modeling of T.j. I-V characteristics
- Effect of depletion layer thickness on peak current in T.j.
- Dopants diffusion in annealed T.j.

2) **Jamal Eldallal - Ph.D. (1994)**

Thesis contains three major parts.

I. **ALE Development in a Semiproduction Reactor**

- Conditions for monolayer / ALE cycle
- Low background carrier concentrations
- $n^+$ - type doping using silane ~ $10^{19} / \text{cm}^3$
- High growth rate of 2 $\mu$m / h in multi-wafer reactor (3 wafer, 2" diameter)
- p-type carbon doping ~ $10^{20} / \text{cm}^3$ in AlGaAs

ii. **$p^+ - \text{AlGaAs}/n^+ - \text{GaAs}$ Tunnel Junction**

- I-V characteristics
- Dependence of peak currents on growth conditions

iii. **GaAs/AlGaAs Tandem Cells and their performances**

- Temperature effects
- High solar concentration effects

3) **Nadia Rafat - Ph.D. (1995)**

The thesis contains experimental and modeling activities.

I. **Experimental**

- Growth and characterization of GaInP$_2$, top cell lattice matched to GaAs substrate
- Study the effect of BSF on p/n and n/p structures
- Compare the performances of abrupt GaInP$_2$, graded GaInP$_2$ and AlGaAs BSF layers
II. **Modeling**

- Bandgap calculations to study the bandgap line up in $Ga_{0.5}In_{0.5}P / Ga_xIn_{1-x}P$ material systems
- Study the effect of strain and doping levels on this bandgap line up
- Study band line up for window layers including different material systems such as $In_xGa_{1-x}P$ and GaP thin films

III. **Technical Contents**

Activities were carried along the following six research directions.

1) **Atomic Layer Epitaxy of Device Quality AlGaAs and AlAs**

Atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) of device quality AlGaAs and AlAs has been demonstrated on a modified commercial metalorganic vapor phase epitaxial (MOVPE) reactor with a rotating susceptor. Growth rates up to $2 \mu m / h$ were achieved in this reactor. AlAs had a much narrower plateau of saturated growth as compared to GaAs and $Al_{0.3}Ga_{0.7}As$, which may be due to the higher Al-CH$_3$ bond energy. This growth rate is comparable to that of MOCVD, however, the thickness is controlled to the monolayer level.

2) **Selenium Doping of GaInP by Atomic Layer Epitaxy**

Selenium doping of GaInP was performed using atomic layer epitaxy. The dependence of the n-type carrier concentration of Se-doped GaInP on growth temperature was quite different from that of Se-doped GaAs. Reducing growth temperature was found to be a crucial factor in achieving high n-type doping levels in as-grown Se-doped GaInP. Carrier concentrations in the high $10^{19} / cm^3$ was achieved.
3) **Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As/GaAs Heterojunction Tunnel Diode for Tandem Solar Cell Applications**

A p$^+$ - Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As/n$^+$ - GaAs heterojunction tunnel diode was fabricated using an Atomic Layer Epitaxy (ALE) growth technique. Background carbon doping of ~ $10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$ was achieved in the p-side of the diode by optimizing growth conditions such as the V/III ratio, exposure times to reactant gases, and growth temperature. In the n-side of the diode, GaAs was doped with silane and doping concentrations as high as $7 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ were also achieved. The dopants are chosen to satisfy the high levels and low diffusion requirements. ALE grown p$^+$ - Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As / n$^+$ - GaAs heterojunction tunnel diodes showed high peak current density of 40 A/cm$^2$ and a high peak-to-valley ratio of 10. The diode can be used to interconnect the high and low band-gap cells in the AlGaAs/GaAs cascade solar cell structure. The reactor used in this investigation is a commercial MOCVD system which has been specially modified for dual operation of ALE and MOCVD growth modes.

4) **Effect of Strain and Heavy Doping on Ga$_x$In$_{1-x}$P/Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P Band Structure for BSF and Window Layer Applications**

We have carried out bandgap calculations to study the bandgap line-up in the Ga$_{0.5}$In$_{0.5}$P/Ga$_x$In$_{1-x}$P material system. The goal is to determine $\Delta E_c$ and $\Delta E_v$ and thus the potential applications of Ga$_x$In$_{1-x}$P ($x>0.5$) both as a BSF window layer, for p/n and n/p structures. In these calculations the following factors were considered:

1) effect of strain
2) effect of heavy doping.

Strain effects were studied using both Van de Walle's and Hrivnak's models. Effective mass data were obtained using the Krijn approach. These calculations were first applied to the strained GaInAs ternary alloy and results compared favorably to the available experimental data for this
5) Back Surface Fields for n/p and p/n GaInP Solar Cells

We have grown n/p/p* GaInP₂ top cells, lattice matched to GaAs for multijunction tandem solar cells. We have studied the effect of different types of back surface field (BSF) layers on the cell parameters of each cell. These layers are namely, abrupt strained GaInP₂, graded strained GaInP₂, disordered GaInP₂ and AlGaAs layers. The measurements were done under 1-sun AMO spectrum. The results show that the abrupt strained GaInP₂ BSF outperforms the disordered GaInP₂ BSF. Likely related to material quality, the AlGaAs layer clearly produce the least efficient BSF. It has been found that the abrupt strained GaₐIn₁₋ₓP with x=0.56 gives better results than the case with x=0.63 for the p/n/n⁺ structure.

6) AlGaAs/GaInP Heterojunction Tunnel Diode for Cascade Solar Cell Application

A p⁺-AlGaAs/n⁺-GaInP heterojunction tunnel diode with bandgap \( E_g \approx 1.9 \) eV was fabricated by atomic layer epitaxy growth. Doping levels of \( 1 \times 10^{20} \) cm\(^{-3} \) and \( 5 \times 10^{19} \) cm\(^{-3} \) were achieved in the \( p \) and \( n \) side of the diode using carbon and selenium, respectively. The diode can be used to interconnect the high and low band-gap cells in the AlGaAs/GaAs cascade solar cell structure. For forward current of 20 A/cm\(^2\), which is the expected current density at 1000 suns operation, there is only ~ 20 mV voltage drop across the tunnel junction. When annealed at 650 and 750 °C to simulate the growth of the top cell, the diode was still suitable for 1000 suns operation. This is the first reported tunnel diode fabricated in high band-gap material systems that can be used as the connecting junction in the cascade solar cell structure operating at 1000 suns.
Atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) has been employed for the growth of highly strained (3.6%) GaP films and GaP/GaAs/GaP single quantum wells on (100) GaAs substrates at 500 °C. Misfit dislocation formation in GaP was observed by Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) and chemical delineation of dislocations. The onset of dislocations in the GaP layers was also determined by the onset of degradation in electrical properties (breakdown voltage and reverse current) of GaP/GaAs Schottky diodes and in low temperature photoluminescence (FWHM and intensity) of GaP/GaAs/GaP single quantum wells. All techniques experimentally indicate a critical layer thickness (CLT) greater than 60 Å. This value is several times larger than the theoretical value \( h_e < 20 \text{ Å} \) predicted by the force balance model. This result may be related to the low growth temperature and the two dimensional (2-D) nature of the ALE growth process.
Atomic Layer Epitaxy of Device Quality AlGaAs and AlAs
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ABSTRACT

Atomic Layer Epitaxy (ALE) of device quality AlGaAs and AlAs has been demonstrated on a modified commercial metalorganic vapor phase epitaxial (MOVPE) reactor with a rotating susceptor. AlAs had a much narrower plateau of saturated growth as compared to GaAs and Al0.3Ga0.7As, which would be due to the higher Al-CH3 bond energy. At 650°C the ALE region of AlAs is confined to a 10% input flux ratio, though tiny this is the highest temperature reported for self-limited growth of AlAs. Purely ALE grown p+-Al0.3Ga0.7As/n+-GaAs heterojunction tunnel diodes showed high peak current density of 44mA/cm² and high peak-to-valley ratio of 10, which were obtained from a half of 2-inch diameter wafer. The diodes were successfully applied to interconnect the high and low bandgap cells in AlGaAs/GaAs tandem solar cells without any degradation of electrical performance.

1. Introduction

Current interest in advancing the state of the art in semiconductor technology has led to several novel devices. Dramatic reductions in device dimensions for improvements in speed and packing densities have placed stronger demands on the epitaxial methods. Quantum devices, such as quantum well lasers, resonant tunneling diodes (RTD's) and transistors (RTT's) have operating characteristics which are strongly dependent upon monolayer thickness variations. Atomic Layer Epitaxy (ALE) holds great potential as a growth technique capable of providing control on the atomic scale over thickness and
uniformity for tomorrow's ultra-thin semiconductor films. ALE also offers the potential for high yields over large area substrates in a consistent, reproducible fashion with minimal periodic system re-calibration. Other appealing features of ALE includes selective area growth [1], built-in high p-type doping [2] and well-behaved side-wall deposition [3] not possible by the conventional means.

Recent reports of various GaAs/AlGaAs devices [4,5] have used ALE to grow only the GaAs layers for part of the device structure, where as the AlGaAs layers were grown at higher growth temperatures mainly by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE). This is chiefly due to the difficulties in growing AlGaAs layers with low background carbon levels by ALE while maintaining self-limited growth at the optimum growth conditions. This paper first reports on the method and growth conditions used to overcome those shortcomings of the ALE method and some preliminary device characteristics achieved using the purely ALE grown AlGaAs/GaAs layers.

2. Experimental

The design of the ALE system used in this study is based upon one developed previously in our laboratory [6]. The modified commercial MOVPE reactor was used. The chamber is subdivided into six equally spaced compartments by the quartz partitions which separate the reactant gases and shear off a part of the boundary layer above the substrate [7]. A growth cycle is composed of an exposure to the column III reactant gas stream, purge/dilution by H₂, an exposure to the column V reactant gas stream, and purge/dilution by H₂. This sequence is carried out by rotating the substrate holder. The distance between the substrate and the quartz partitions is finely controlled for improved confinement of reactant gases and boundary layer sheering. In addition, the inclination of the gas inlet jets is well adjusted to minimize mixing near the center of rotation.

The metalorganic sources used were trimethlgallium (TMGa) and trimethylaluminum (TMAI). Pure arsine was used as the arsenic source. A 1000 ppm silane source (n-type) and
carbon (p-type) from the metalorganic sources were used as the dopants. All experiments were conducted at a system pressure of 30 torr.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 ALE of AlAs and $Al_{0.3}Ga_{0.7}As$

Figure 1 shows growth curves for AlAs at 550°C and 650°C using the exposure times of 0.42 sec and 1.11 sec for each reactant gas, which correspond to the holder's rotation speeds of 24 rpm and 9 rpm. The saturated growth of AlAs at one monolayer/cycle was achieved over the input flux range for all cases studied. It should be noted that AlAs has a much narrower plateau of saturated growth as compared to GaAs. At 650°C the ALE region of AlAs is confined to a 10% input flux variation, though tiny this is the highest temperature reported for saturated growth of AlAs. The self-limited behavior of the AlAs is quite narrow. It would be expected that the higher Al-CH$_3$ bond energies would result in a lower desorption of CH$_3$ thus increasing the self-limited plateau for similar conditions as in the GaAs case. Typically, a TMAI radical has a higher decomposition energy than a TMGa radical [8]. For the TMAI case, the loss of the first methyl to form Al(CH$_3$)$_2$ requires 65.2 kcal/mol [9] compared to TMGa which requires 59.5 kcal/mol to form Ga(CH$_3$)$_2$ [10]. The loss of the second methyl to form AlCH$_3$ requires 39.9 kcal/mol [11] compared to TMGa which requires 35.4 kcal/mol to form GaCH$_3$ [10]. The bond energy of the final methyl in AlCH$_3$ can be estimated using the average energy for complete decomposition to atomic Al of 68.3 kcal/mol [12] and the published values for removal of the first two methyls provided above. This yields a value of 99.9 kcal/mol to form Al from AlCH$_3$ as compared to GaCH$_3$ to form Ga which requires 77.6 kcal/mol [10].

Another factor contributing a reduction to the regions of saturated growth may be attributable to flux variations of the column III reactant gas. It is observed that under conditions that permit conventional MOVPE growth to occur (column III and V gas mixing), a 20-40% variation in layer thickness is observed across the substrate where virtually none
would be observed for ALE growth. This suggests that the saturated growth regions are further reduced due to large input reactant flux variations. The sharp contrast in layer uniformity between ALE and MOVPE modes of operation truly demonstrates the power and flexibility of the ALE growth technique.

The regions of saturated growth for both AlAs and GaAs are found to overlap over the same temperature ranges, exposure times and column III reactant input fluxes. This fact indicates that we can actually get the self-limiting growth of the Al$_0.3$Ga$_0.7$As as shown in fig. 2. The region of saturated growth of fig. 2 appears more related to the AlAs growth curve than that of GaAs. This implies that the reaction(s) taking place which result in saturated growth have a higher sensitivity to the TMAI than the TMGa. The electrical property of the layers was evaluated by Van der Pauw Hall measurement. The variation of background carbon doping levels for AlGaAs and AlAs was found to increase with increasing total flux of TMGa and TMAI. The source of the higher carbon incorporation observed for AlGaAs may be due to the difficulties in breaking the stronger Al-C bond. Background doping levels from low $10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ to mid $10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ were found to be possible by changing the conditions under which saturated growth is obtained, such as temperature, exposure time or V/III ratio. Background doping levels are controllable over a much wider range by more dramatic changes to the V/III ratio or exposure times to the column III flux, without loss of saturated growth. The n-type doping experiment was also carried out at 650°C with a total column III input flux of about 0.055 μmoles/cycle. These conditions gave a background carbon doping level of about $2 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$. For example, Si doping levels from mid $10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ to mid $10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ were obtained for the Al$_0.3$Ga$_0.7$As layer.

### 3.2 AlGaAs/GaAs Quantum Wells

The epitaxial layers also demonstrated good optical properties. Intense photoluminescence (PL) emissions from ALE-grown Al$_0.3$Ga$_0.7$As/GaAs/Al$_0.3$Ga$_0.7$As (1500/50/1500Å) quantum wells (QW's) were obtained at room temperature (RT) and 77K. The deviation in the peak emissions of the 50Å QW's taken at several locations along the
substrate's radial (x) and tangential (y) directions are shown in fig. 3. The same data were obtained reproducibly for the QW's grown over a one month period (about 25-30 runs apart) using the same column III dose. The average shift in peak energies was 2.9 meV corresponding to a 0.4 monolayer change in thickness of the QW (±1.4% variation). This result is comparable to or slightly better than reported for MOVPE grown 40Å QW where the average thickness variation is about ±2.4% [13]. This serves to reiterate an important benefit of ALE growth, namely desensitization to short and long term system transients or variations due to mass flow controllers, reactant sources, thermal gradients, etc. An important advantage of this feature is that periodic system re-calibration is reduced or eliminated thus increasing productivity.

3.3 Tunnel diode and tandem solar cell

As mentioned in 3.1 and 3.2, the ALE has the feasible controllability of n and p-type doping for AlGaAs and excellent interface quality of AlGaAs/GaAs. These are very fitted for the internal connection between the solar cells which requires a low resistance but transparent structure. Consequently, the ALE growth of tandem solar cell with tunnel junction was tried. First, the tunnel diode structure was grown by ALE at 650°C. It consisted of 300Å thick n+-GaAs layer (n=7x10^18 cm^-3), 300Å thick p+-Al_{0.3}Ga_{0.7}As layer (p=8x10^{19} cm^{-3}) and 0.7µm thick p+-GaAs contacting layer (p=5x10^{18} cm^{-3}) on a half of 2 inch diameter n-GaAs (100) substrate. After growth, mesas with an area of 200 x 200µm² were etched using H_2O_2-H_3PO_4-H_2O (1:2:5) solution. Then, AuGe/Ni/Au and Au were deposited as the front and back electrodes, respectively. Figure 4 shows the typical current density-voltage characteristics of the tunnel diode. High peak-to-valley ratio of 10 was obtained in a whole wafer. In addition, the sheet resistance was found to be sufficiently low (2.2x10^{-3} Ω cm²). If used for a tandem solar cell having a current density of 20 mA/cm² at 1 sun-AM 1.5 condition, there will be only 44 mV voltage drop across the tunnel junction at 1000 suns. Next, the above tunnel junction was used to connect a GaAs bottom cell with an Al_{0.3}Ga_{0.7}As top cell, to form a cascade solar cell structure. Figure 5 show the cross-
sectional schematic of the cell structure. The size was 4x4mm². Figure 6 shows a typical current-voltage characteristics of the cell measured at 10 suns-AM 1.5 condition. The open circuit voltage of 1.945 V, the short circuit current of 2.465 mA and fill factor of 0.812 were obtained. The energy conversion efficiency was estimated as 11.5%. The reason of a little low value of the efficiency is thought to be due to the uncertainty of the light intensity of the solar simulator. Apart from this question, the other characteristics were reasonable and there was no plateau on the curve. These results indicate that the tunnel junction does not result in any appreciable deterioration in solar cell performance.

4. Summary

ALE growth of AlAs, Al0.3Ga0.7As was achieved over a wide range of growth conditions on large area substrates in a specially modified MOVPE reactor. AlAs had a much narrower plateau of saturated growth as compared to GaAs and Al0.3Ga0.7As, which would be due to the higher Al-CH3 bond energy. At 650°C the ALE region of AlAs is confined to a 10% input flux ratio, though tiny this is the highest temperature reported for self-limited growth of AlAs. Photoluminescence results of Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs quantum wells showed the material to be high quality and good uniformity (less than 1 monolayer thickness variation). Purely ALE grown p⁺-Al0.3Ga0.7As/n⁺-GaAs heterojunction tunnel diodes showed high peak current density of 44mA/cm² and high peak-to-valley ratio of 10, which were obtained from a half of 2-inch diameter wafer. The diodes were successfully applied to interconnect the high and low bandgap cells in a AlGaAs/GaAs tandem solar cells without any degradation of electrical performance.
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LIST OF FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. AlAs growth rate versus TMAI flow rate.
[(●) TMAI exposed for 0.42 sec at 550°C, (■) TMAI exposed for 1.11 sec at 550°C,
(O) TMAI exposed for 1.11 sec at 650°C.]

Figure 2. Al0.3Ga0.7As growth rate versus total flow rate of TMAI and TMGa.
[(●) TMAI and TMGa exposed for 0.42 sec at 550°C, (■) TMAI and TMGa exposed for
0.42 sec at 650°C, (●) TMAI and TMGa exposed for 1.11 sec at 650°C, (O) TMAI and
TMGa exposed for 2.22 sec at 650°C.]

Figure 3. PL emission scans for a 50Å QW conducted at RT.
[(□) scanned in radial (X) direction, (■) scanned in tangential (Y) direction.]

Figure 4. Typical current density-voltage characteristics of n⁺-GaAs/p⁺-Al0.3Ga0.7As
tunnel diode grown by ALE at 650°C.

Figure 5. Cross-sectional schematic drawing of AlGaAs/GaAs tandem solar cell
structure grown by ALE.

Figure 6. Typical current-voltage characteristics of the cell measured at 10 suns-AM 1.5
condition. Open circuit voltage, short circuit current and fill factor are 1.945 V, 2.465 mA
and 0.812, respectively.
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Selenium Doping of GaInP by Atomic Layer Epitaxy
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Selenium doping of GaInP was performed using atomic layer epitaxy. The dependence of the n-type carrier concentration of Se-doped GaInP on growth temperature was quite different from that of Se-doped GaAs. Reducing growth temperature was found to be a crucial factor in achieving high n-type doping levels in as-grown Se-doped GaInP.

Key words: Atomic layer epitaxy (ALE), GaAs, GaInP, selenium (Se)

INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been great interest in the GaIn_{1-x}P alloy with a lattice constant at x = 0.51 close to that of GaAs. Because of its wide bandgap (~1.9 eV), GaIn_{1-x}P with x = 0.51 (hereafter referred to as GaInP) is a promising material for visible light emitting diodes (LEDs)\(^1\) and visible lasers.\(^2\) GaInP/GaAs heterostructures may also be a good alternative to AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures in heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs) and in high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) due to their large valence band discontinuity and the much smaller density of DX centers in the n-type GaInP layers.\(^3,4\) While most of the donors in AlGaAs with aluminum composition close to the direct-to-indirect transition composition act as deep donors, deep level densities less than \(1 \times 10^{13}\) and \(1 \times 10^{14}\) cm\(^{-3}\) are reported in molecular beam epitaxially (MBE) grown Si-doped GaInP with \(n \sim 1 \times 10^{17}\) cm\(^{-3}\),\(^5\) and in metalorganic vapor phase epitaxially (MOVPE) grown Se-doped GaInP with \(n = 2-4 \times 10^{17}\) cm\(^{-3}\).\(^6\) GaInP was also used in cascade solar cells for the active layer\(^7\) and for the high bandgap connecting junction.\(^8\) Carrier concentrations of n-type GaInP layers in the active layer and the connecting tunnel junction were about \(10^{18}\) cm\(^{-3}\) and \(10^{19}\) cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. For device applications, control of doping levels in n-type GaInP is necessary. Selenium (Se) is a common n-type dopant species in III-V compounds due to its low activation energy\(^9\) and high solubility.\(^10\) Since selenium has a high vapor pressure at elevated temperatures, for the effective Se incorporation into the epilayer, it is necessary to reduce the growth temperatures.\(^11\) Atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) can be a good choice because it permits lower temperature growth of several III-V compounds, including GaInP\(^12,13\) than MBE or MOVPE. Low temperature growth is possible even outside of the self-limiting regime, providing the ALE application with
In this paper, we report the ALE growth of Se-doped GaInP. The dependence of the n-type carrier concentration of Se-doped GaInP on growth temperature was studied and compared with that of GaAs. Variation of the n-type carrier concentration of Se-doped GaInP with the Se source flow rate was also studied.

EXPERIMENTS

Atomic layer epitaxial growth of GaInP was performed in a modified atmosphere pressure MOVPE system described earlier. The growth system can also perform conventional MOVPE growth. The group III precursors were trimethylgallium (TMGa) and trimethylindium (TMIN). These group III sources were introduced on the column III side of the reactor. AsH₃ (100%) and PH₃ (100%) were the group V source materials and were introduced on the column V side of the reactor. H₂Se (45 ppm in H₂) was used as the n-type dopant source and introduced on the column V side mixed with PH₃. Chromium-doped semi-insulating GaAs (100) substrates were used. Before being loaded into the reactor, the substrates were cleaned by organic solvents and etched with H₂SO₄:H₂O₂:H₂O = 7:1:1 solution. Before the growth of GaInP, the sample was heated to 650°C and kept at 650°C under AsH₃ flux on the column V side for 5 min to remove the native oxide, then cooled to the growth temperature. After the temperature was stabilized, AsH₃ was turned off, PH₃ was turned on, and after ~20 s, the ALE growth was started. The ALE growth consisted of the simultaneous exposure of the substrate to TMGa and TMIN fluxes followed by rotation to the PH₃ side to complete one cycle. The composition of GaIn₁₋ₓP was controlled by the TMGa/(TMGa + TMIN) molar ratio in the column III stream and determined from x-ray diffraction. The growth temperature was varied from 400 to 550°C. The exposure time to TMGa and TMIN fluxes was 0.2 s. However, it was necessary to keep the sample under PH₃ flux for 3 s due to the low decomposition rate of PH₃ at the temperatures used in this experiment. In our growth system, since PH₃ and H₂Se were mixed before they were introduced into the reactor, it was impossible to expose the sample separately to PH₃ and H₂Se fluxes. Although samples with better quality were obtained with longer exposure to PH₃ in the case of undoped GaInP, an exposure time of 3 s was used for Se-doped GaInP. Longer exposure of the sample to the mixture of PH₃ and H₂Se resulted in the degradation of the surface morphology probably due to the formation of high concentration of selenium compounds. X-ray diffraction spectra from films grown with 3 s exposure time to PH₃ + H₂Se flux showed reasonable crystallinity. The growth parameters were adjusted to achieve high n-type doping levels rather than to achieve the monolayer-per-cycle growth rate. Thicknesses of the samples were measured by a surface profilometer (Dektak). Carrier types and concentrations were determined by the Hall technique.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a shows the variation of n-type carrier concentrations of Se-doped GaInP with growth temperatures. N-type carrier concentrations of Se-doped GaInP showed a strong dependence on the
Se Doping of GaInP by ALE

growth temperature, as in the case of Se-doped GaAs which was studied by Usui et al.\textsuperscript{11} and shown in Fig. 1b. In our experiment, growth temperatures for Se-doped GaInP were varied from 400 to 550°C, and \( \text{H}_2\text{Se} \) flow rate was kept at 10 sccm. All the samples showed gallium composition around 51%, as determined from x-ray diffraction. As the growth temperature was reduced from higher temperature to 450°C, the carrier concentration increased quite rapidly, which is expected to be due to the high vapor pressure of Se at elevated temperatures.\textsuperscript{11} In the growth temperature range of 400–450°C, the carrier concentration increased only slowly with decreasing growth temperature. This behavior is quite different from the previously reported Se-doped GaAs case shown in Fig. 1b, where the carrier concentration had a peak around 440°C and decreased drastically on both sides of the peak. In Ref. 11, the fast decrease of the electron concentration on the lower temperature side was attributed to the formation of gallium selenides in GaAs at low temperatures, at which Se incorporation is so high as to form gallium selenides rather than isolated Se atoms in GaAs. It was also suggested that those Se atoms which formed gallium selenides such as GaSe, Ga\(_2\)Se, and Ga\(_2\)Se do not act as donors in GaAs, and the carrier concentration decreases when these are formed. To see if the difference between Se-doping behavior of GaInP in our experiment, and that of GaAs in Ref. 11 comes from the difference between two growth systems, rather than the properties of the two materials, we also performed Se-doping of GaAs by ALE. To make the growth conditions for Se-doped GaInP and Se-doped GaAs similar, flow rates of TMGa for GaAs were kept twice as high as those for Ga\(_{0.51}\)In\(_{0.49}\)P, and flow rates of AsH\(_3\) and \( \text{H}_2\text{Se} \) for GaAs were kept the same as those of PH\(_3\) and \( \text{H}_2\text{Se} \) for Ga\(_{0.51}\)In\(_{0.49}\)P. In our results shown in Fig. 1a, the carrier concentration of Se-doped GaAs had a peak value of 3.95 \( \times 10^{18} \) cm\(^{-3} \) at 460°C and decreased on both sides of the peak. This behavior is similar to the results shown in Fig. 1b. In our case, however, the decrease on the lower temperature side of the peak is not as drastic as in Fig. 1b. This may be due to the difference in growth methods used in the two experiments. In our case, AsH\(_3\) and \( \text{H}_2\text{Se} \) were introduced together into the reactor. This does not allow for the formation of gallium selenides as effectively as in the case of Ref. 11, where AsH\(_3\) and \( \text{H}_2\text{Se} \) were introduced separately at different ALE cycles. From the result of Se-doping of GaAs using our experimental setup, it is obvious that the difference between Se-doping behavior of GaInP in our experiment and that of GaAs in Ref. 11 comes from the difference between the properties of the two materials. In order to investigate the possible reasons for the difference between Se-doped GaInP and GaAs, we performed growths of Se-doped InP and GaP at 420 and 460°C, where the behaviors of Se-doping of GaInP and GaAs are quite different. Due to the slow growth rate, thicknesses of InP and GaP were limited to \(-100\) and \(-40\) nm, respectively. Carrier concentrations of Se-doped InP were as high as 9.05 \( \times 10^{19} \) cm\(^{-3} \) at 420°C and 8.78 \( \times 10^{19} \) cm\(^{-3} \) at 460°C, respectively, while carrier concentrations of Se-doped GaP were not high enough to be measured for the epitaxial layers as thin as \(-40\) nm. In the intensively studied GaAs case, due to surface and interface depletions, GaAs films of thickness \(-50\) nm even with electron concentrations around 5 \( \times 10^{17} \) cm\(^{-3} \) show apparent Hall carrier concentrations 10\textsuperscript{15} cm\(^{-3} \),\textsuperscript{18} which is difficult to be measured by our Hall measurement setup. From the results of Se-doping of InP and GaP by ALE, it could be suggested that, while a large portion of Se atoms incorporated in GaP sublattices of Ga\(_{0.51}\)In\(_{0.49}\)P do not act as donors, as in the case of Se-doped GaAs grown at lower temperatures than 440°C. However, Se atoms incorporated in InP sublattices contribute to n-type conduction, thereby not resulting in the decrease of the carrier concentration of Se-doped GaInP grown at low temperatures. The difference in the Se-doping behavior of GaP and InP can be due to the relative stability of "second phases of selenium" in GaP and InP such as gallium selenides and indium selenides at the growing surface. More stable gallium selenides consume the selenium source more readily, at the growth temperatures, thus reducing the selenium incorporation as ionized impurities during the growth of GaP. It is also possible that indium selenides are not readily formed in InP, and, therefore, more selenium

![Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns from Se-doped GaInP grown at 440°C (a) and 400°C (b).](image-url)
atoms from the selenium source are consumed as shallow donor atoms in InP. More experiments such as secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) are needed to clarify the Se incorporation process in GaInP. At growth temperatures lower than 450°C, carrier concentrations in the range of $4-6 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ were achieved. These are considered to be the highest doping levels ever reported for high bandgap (E$_g$ = 1.9 eV) III-V compounds semiconductors.

Figures 2a and 2b are the x-ray diffraction spectra of GaInP films grown at 440 and 400°C, respectively. Lattice mismatches between the epilayers and the substrates are $4.6 \times 10^{-4}$ and $4.5 \times 10^{-4}$ for (a) and (b), respectively. The ratio of peak intensities of the deposited GaInP film and the GaAs substrate is higher in Fig. 2a than in Fig. 2b, implying a higher quality for the sample grown at 440°C. The degradation in the crystal quality of the samples grown at these low temperatures can be due to the second Se-phases in the epitaxial films. Selenium atoms which form these Se-phases such as GaSe and Ga$_2$Se$_3$ may act as defects in the epitaxial layers rather than donors. It should also be mentioned that GaInP can be deposited in ordered or disordered structures depending on the growth conditions. With these fairly high levels of doping, the disordered phase will be dominant as has been previously reported.\(^\text{10}\)

The variation of n-type carrier concentration of Se-doped GaInP with respect to H$_2$Se flow rate was also investigated at two growth temperatures, 420 and 460°C, as shown in Fig. 3. At 420°C, as H$_2$Se flow rate was increased, the carrier concentration increased and then nearly saturated for H$_2$Se flow rates above 10 sccm. At 460°C, the carrier concentration stayed at the value of $2.5 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ with a H$_2$Se flow rate of 10 sccm. A higher flow rate of 20 sccm did not increase the carrier concentration. Under this growth condition, an opaque surface resulted. This indicates that in order to achieve high doping levels in GaInP using H$_2$Se as the dopant source, it is crucial to reduce the growth temperature. This is possible with atomic layer epitaxy.

SUMMARY

Selenium doping of Ga$_{1-x}$In$_x$P with $x = 0.51$ was performed using the atomic layer epitaxial technique. N-type carrier concentrations higher than $5 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ were achieved. The dependence of the carrier concentration on the growth temperature for Se doping of GaInP is quite different from that of Se doping of GaAs. This may be due to the difference in the properties of Se in InP and GaP. Reduced growth temperatures were found to be a crucial factor for achieving high doping levels in GaInP.
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Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As/GaAs HETEROJUNCTION TUNNEL DIODE FOR TANDEM SOLAR CELL APPLICATIONS

G.M. Eldallal, N. Hayafuji¹, M.S. Abou Elwaffa², M. A. Elgammal³, and S. M. Bedair.
North Carolina State University, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Raleigh, NC 27695-7911 (USA)

ABSTRACT

A p$^+$-Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As/n$^+$- GaAs heterojunction tunnel diode was fabricated using Atomic Layer Epitaxy (ALE) growth technique. Background carbon doping of $\sim 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$ was achieved in the p-side of the diode by optimizing growth conditions such as V/Ill ratio, exposure times to reactant gases, and growth temperature. In the n-side of the diode GaAs was doped with silane and doping concentrations as high as $7 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ were also achieved. The dopants are chosen to satisfy the high levels and low diffusion requirements. The diode can be used to interconnect the high and low band-gap cells in the AlGaAs/GaAs cascade solar cell structure. The reactor used in this investigation is a commercial MOCVD system which has been specially modified for dual operation of ALE and MOCVD growth modes.

INTRODUCTION

Tandem cells are attractive for concentrator terrestrial and space solar cells because they can achieve higher efficiencies than single-junction cells. In addition, the conversion efficiency of a concentrator cell usually, increases as concentration ratio increases up to the point where the power loss due to the growing series resistance begins to reduce the efficiency. Theoretically, for a two cell structure, conversion efficiencies of 30% and 40% can be achieved for one sun and 500 suns, respectively.¹ The AlGaAs/GaAs system has been considered as a potential candidate to illustrate this concept. To reduce internal power loss, the active junctions need to be connected with a low resistance but transparent structure.

¹ On leave from Optoelectronic & Microwave Devices Laboratory, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Japan.
² Alexandria University, Department of Mathematics and Engineering Physics, Egypt.
Difficulties in obtaining appropriate tunnel junctions to interconnect the cascade structure have hampered the development of multijunction concentrator cells in this system. Metal interconnects have been used for GaAs-based multijunction tandem cells to overcome this problem. However, metal grooves and contact grid lines on the surface usually reduce the effective area. The peak current density ($J_p$) of the tunnel junction should be greater than the short-circuit current density ($J_{sc}$) of the tandem solar cells (about 20 mA/cm$^2$ at 1 sun).

In this study we present a new approach to achieve a heterostructure tunnel diode in the AlGaAs/GaAs material system with performance suitable for high solar concentrations. AlGaAs was chosen for the p-type material rather than GaAs to avoid the high optical absorption of p-type GaAs. Also, the AlGaAs layer may act as a barrier to diffusion of optically generated electrons from underlying p-GaAs layer. Additionally, carbon concentrations in AlGaAs are substantially higher than in GaAs grown under the same conditions. This can be attributed to the stronger Al-C bond that leads to an enhanced incorporation of carbon into the film. GaAs was used for n-type side to avoid the problem of providing heavily-doped n-type AlGaAs. Carbon was also chosen for the p$^+$-doping due to two reasons: First, carbon has been reported to have a very low diffusion coefficient and relatively small ionization energy making it attractive for the heavily doped p$^+$-layer of the interconnecting junction in the multijunction structure where a highly controlled and thermally stable doping profile is required. Second, the organometallic precursors present in the growth ambient are the sources of carbon. High levels of background carbon concentrations can be achieved without the need of any other dopant source such as CCl$_4$. On the other hand, Si was selected for the n$^+$-doping because of its low vapor pressure and low diffusion coefficient to preserve abrupt doping profile.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The reactor used in this study is based on the rotating susceptor concept. The deposition chamber is subdivided into six equally spaced compartments using quartz separators. A plan view schematic of the growth chamber is shown in Figure 1. The separators height above the substrate ($H_p$) can be finely controlled for improved confinement of reactant gases and boundary layer shearing. The chamber as modified is capable of using up to two gas inlets for each reactant gas. ALE growth was conducted upon adjusting $H_p$ to 1 mm and rotating the substrate, which results in an exposure to column III reactants, then flushing by H$_2$, followed by an exposure to column V reactants and flushing by H$_2$ at a system...
pressure of 30 torr. MOCVD growth was also conducted without H\textsubscript{2} flow in the four purge injectors with H\textsubscript{p}=10mm, and a susceptor rotational rate of 300 rpm to promote gas phase mixing of the reactants at a system pressure of 60 torr.

![Quartz Separators](image)

**Figure 1. Plan View Schematic of the Growth Chamber.**

ALE growth was chosen rather than MOCVD for epitaxial growth of this heavily doped heterostructure for two reasons:

(i) In general, carbon incorporation efficiency and electrically-active carbon concentrations are significantly higher in ALE grown films compared to MOCVD. As indicated in Figure 2, for the same V/III ratio, the background carbon incorporation in the ALE Al\textsubscript{0.3}Ga\textsubscript{0.7}As grown films is about two orders of magnitude higher compared to MOCVD grown films. This is due to gas phase mixing in MOCVD growth mechanism which allows reactions between AsH\textsubscript{3} and (TMG or TMA) to form CH\textsubscript{4}. This results in a reduction of the concentration of methyl groups available for decomposition and incorporation as carbon into the growing film.
Also shown in Fig. 2, Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇As with background carrier concentrations of \(8 \times 10^{19}\) cm\(^{-3}\) were achieved using ALE growth mode upon rotating the substrate at 60 rpm, corresponding to 167 ms exposure to either column III and column V reactants with growth rate of 1 \(\mu m/hr\) and V/III ratio of 66.

(ii) Consistently with other observations, where increasing the Si concentration beyond \(\sim 5 \times 10^{18}\) cm\(^{-3}\) does not typically result in any further increase in the free carrier concentration in MOCVD GaAs grown films\(^{10}\), Figure 3 shows that the electron concentration in MOCVD Si-doped GaAs grown films reaches a maximum value of \(5 \times 10^{18}\) cm\(^{-3}\). However, ALE of GaAs with electron carrier concentrations as high as \(7 \times 10^{18}\) cm\(^{-3}\) were achieved using V/III ratio of 470, exposure times of 2.2 sec, 1.1 sec to TMG and AsH\(_3\) respectively, and a growth rate of 0.15 \(\mu m/hr\). It is believed that this is due to ALE growth mechanism that provides complete surface coverage which results in a more ideal surface for planar doping.

The tunnel diode structure was grown on n-type GaAs substrate at 650°C. It consisted of 300 Å \(n^+\)-GaAs layer \((n = 7 \times 10^{18}\) cm\(^{-3}\)), 300 Å \(p^+\)-Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇As layer \((p = 8 \times 10^{19}\) cm\(^{-3}\)) and 0.7 \(\mu m\) \(p^+\)-GaAs contacting layer \((p = 5 \times 10^{18}\) cm\(^{-3}\)). For electrical evaluation purposes, a 0.1 \(\mu m\) AuGe/300 Å Ni/0.2 \(\mu m\) Au were deposited on the back side of the n-GaAs substrate and 0.2 \(\mu m\) Au was deposited on the p-GaAs top layer using photolithography techniques. Mesas with an area of 200×200 \(\mu m^2\) were etched using (5 H₂O :2 H₃PO₄ :1 H₂O₂ by volume).
Figure 3. Hall n-Type Doping of GaAs Films Grown by ALE and MOCVD Modes of Growth.

Figure 4 shows the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the as-grown tunnel diodes at room temperature for three different growth conditions. Diode (A) was grown using the two growth conditions illustrated in Fig.2 and Fig.3 which give heavy doping levels. During the growth of the n⁺-GaAs layer in diode (B), the exposure time of AsH₃ was increased to 2.2 sec while keeping the same V/V ratio as in diode (A) case. Diode (C) was also grown using the same growth conditions as in diode (A) case except that during the deposition of the heavily doped heterojunction interfaces, the substrate was kept under AsH₃ flux for 15 sec to establish steady state conditions and to resume abrupt interfaces.

Figure 4. Typical I-V Characteristics of n-GaAs/p-Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇As Tunnel Junctions Grown at Different Growth Conditions.

High peak-to-valley ratio (Jp/Jv) of 10 were realized in all junctions, showing the dominance of interband tunneling, which indicates that band-gap blocking was effective in suppressing inelastic as well as elastic tunneling
process. This well defined negative resistance (NR) of the diodes makes them useful in digital applications. The main features of the fabricated tunnel junctions are summarized in Table (1).

| Table (1): Main features of "as-grown" tunnel diodes. |
|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Diode # | J_p/J_JV | J_p (A/Cm^2) | V_p (V) | q (Ω.Cm^2) |
| A | 10 | 20.3 | 0.11 | 3.2 × 10^{-3} |
| B | 10 | 27.8 | 0.12 | 2.6 × 10^{-3} |
| C | 10 | 43.8 | 0.15 | 2.2 × 10^{-3} |

From Table (1), we conclude that the diode characteristics are sensitive to the growth conditions since the peak current density (J_p) of the tunnel junction (C) is significantly higher, and the specific resistivity (q) is correspondingly smaller compared to junction (A) without any decrease in the well-marked negative differential region. The high peak current density (44 A/cm^2) and the low series resistance (2.2 × 10^{-3} Ωcm^2) of diode (C) make it a good interconnector for the high and low band-gap cells in the AlGaAs/GaAs cascade structure operating at high solar concentrations. At 1000 suns operation, there will be only 44 mV voltage drop across the tunnel junction. This voltage drop is the upper limit since no corrections for the probe, metal contact, and substrate resistance are considered.

The above tunnel junction was used to connect GaAs bottom cell with Al_{0.3}Ga_{0.7}As top cell, to form two junctions cascade solar cell structure. Figure 5 shows the I-V characteristics at 1 sun, and 53 suns. These results indicate that, up to 53 suns, the P^+-Al_{0.3}Ga_{0.7}As/n^+-GaAs tunnel junction does not seem to result in any appreciable deterioration in the solar cell performance.

Figure 5(a). I-V Characteristics of Al_{0.3}Ga_{0.7}As/GaAs Multijunction Solar Cell Using p^+-Al_{0.3}Ga_{0.7}As/n^+-GaAs Connecting Tunnel Junction at 1 Sun.
CONCLUSION

ALE with its low growth temperature, excellent thickness control, and capability to provide abrupt junctions at high doping levels, was used to grow a $p^+\text{Al}_{0.3}\text{Ga}_{0.7}\text{As}/n^+\text{GaAs}$ heterojunction tunnel diode suitable as intercell ohmic contact for the AlGaAs/GaAs multijunction solar cell concentrator. C and Si have been chosen as the p- and n-type dopants, respectively to achieve abrupt and thermally stable doping profiles for the heterojunction interfaces. ALE is also suitable candidate for low temperature growth of the top cell to prevent further degradation of the tunnel junction during the growth of the whole cascade structure.
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SECTION(4)
Effect Of Strain And Heavy Doping On Ga_{x}In_{1-x}P/Ga_{51}In_{49}P Band Structure For BSF And Window Layer Applications

4.1 Strain effect:

The effect of strain on material parameters (energy gap, conduction and valence bands,...) was studied using two models, Van de Walle’s [1] model and Hrivnak's [2] model. The materials used in this study are GaInP and GaAsP, since these materials are used in our experimental work either as BSF regions or as window layers. Since there is a lack of measured data about strained GaInP and GaAsP, we applied these strain models on the strained GaInAs material, which has some experimental published data. A comparison between Van de Walle's model and Hrivnak's model was carried out to check the models and to test our calculation process. The two models were found to be comparable but not exactly matched specially at high strain values.

4.1.1 GaInAs/GaAs:

Figure (4-1) shows the calculated Ga_{x}In_{1-x}As unstrained and strained with respect to GaAs, energy gaps versus composition x using Van de Walle's model “V” and Hrivnak's model “H”. The strained values of the two models are comparable for the range Ga_{x}In_{1-x}As to GaAs. However, for Ga less than 50, where there are high values of lattice mismatch between the Ga_{x}In_{1-x}As and the GaAs substrate, there is a big difference between the two models. It seems that Van de Walle's model is more acceptable in this range because it suggests that the change of InAs energy gap due to strain is around 0.121 eV, while the Hrivnak's model gives a change of 0.36 eV. That means the energy gap was almost doubled. A comparison between our calculated data using the two models, and some published data was carried out. We found that data for the strained Ga_{x}In_{1-x}As alloy over GaAs are usually given for the low mismatch range, x = 0.8. In this range both models are comparable. We summarized in table 4-1 our calculated \( \Delta E_{g1} \) and \( \Delta E_{g2} \) with some published measured values. Where, \( \Delta E_{g1} = E_{gs}(Ga_{x}In_{1-x}As) - E_{gs}(Ga_{51}In_{49}P) \) and \( \Delta E_{g2} = E_{gs}(Ga_{x}In_{1-x}As) - E_{g}(GaAs) \). Where, \( E_{gs} \) and \( E_{g} \) are the strained and the unstrained energy gaps.
Fig. 4-1 The unstrained, and the strained Ga_xIn_{1-x}As band gaps versus composition x. "V", Van De Walle's model and "H", Hrivnak's model.
Table 4-I: A comparison between our calculations and some published measured data for the increase in the Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}As energy gap due to strain $\Delta E_{gl}$, and the bandgap misfit between strained Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}As and GaAs $\Delta E_{g2}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model or reference</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{gl}$ eV</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{g2}$ eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current calculations “V”</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.0703</td>
<td>0.2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current calculations “H”</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.0789</td>
<td>0.2207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie [3]</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current calculations “V”</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.05539</td>
<td>0.1521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current calculations “H”</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.05997</td>
<td>0.1686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niki [4]</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current calculations “V”</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0389</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current calculations &quot;H&quot;</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0405</td>
<td>0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niki [4]</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0446</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It seems from the last figure and table that both models are acceptable to be applied for the practical range of mismatch. However, for InAs ($x = 0$), where the mismatch is maximum for this material, the two models give completely different values and to the best of our knowledge, no experimental values are found.

4.1.2 Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P/GaAs

Since Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P grown over GaAs substrate is the main material in our experimental work, the study of this material is in details.

Figure (4-2) shows the variation of the unstrained Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P bandgap with composition $x$, for the direct $\Gamma$ and indirect $X$ and $L$ energy gaps. Clearly, the material is a direct gap material for $x \leq 0.65$ and tends to be indirect $X$ for $x$ greater than that. In our experimental study, we used Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P mainly with $x \leq 0.65$. Therefore, we limit our investigations of the effect of strain to the direct energy gap materials.

Figure (4-3) shows the dependence of the unstrained lattice constant, $a$, the strained lattice constant parallel to the interface, $a_p$, and the strained lattice constant normal to the interface, $a_n$, on the gallium composition $x$. This figure shows how the unstrained lattice constant decreases with gallium composition $x$. The $a_p$ is tied to the GaAs lattice constant ($= 5.653$ Å). That means that, the GaInP is under bi-axial compression strain for $x < 0.51$, and under bi-axial tensile strain for $x > 0.51$. The point ($x = 0.51$), where the three lattice constants ($a$, $a_p$, $a_n$) are equal, is the GaAs lattice constant (the lattice matching point).
Fig. 4-2 The unstrained Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P direct Γ and indirect X and L band gaps versus composition x.
Fig. 4-3 The unstrained Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P lattice constant, \(a\), the strained parallel lattice constants, \(a_p\), and strained normal lattice constant \(a_n\) versus composition \(x\).

Figure (4-4) shows the variations (shifts) in the valence bands due to strain effect, versus the composition \(x\). These shifts are namely, the hydrostatic shift in the average electrostatic potential, \(\Delta E_{v,av}(hy)\), the shear shifts in the heavy hole, \(\Delta E_{hh}(sh)\), light hole, \(\Delta E_{lh}(sh)\), and spin-orbit, \(\Delta E_{so}(sh)\), valence bands. Clearly, at \(x = 0.51\), all the variations are zeros except that for the spin-orbit splitting. As mismatch increases (that is an increase in the strain either tensile or compression), the change in spin-orbit band increases in magnitude (shifts down). Figure (4-5) shows the effect of these shifts on the valence bands. The unstrained values of the valence bands were represented in addition to the strained ones. It is clear from both figures that, for \(x < 0.51\), where, bi-axial compression strain takes place, the material is heavy-hole type, while for the range \(x > 0.51\), it is a light hole type. That means that bi-axial compression strain shifts the heavy hole band up while the bi-axial tensile strain shifts the light hole.
Fig. 4-4 The shifts (variations) in the Ga$_x$In$_{1-x}$P valence bands due to hydrostatic and shear strains versus composition $x$. 
Figure (4-6) shows the variation of the unstrained energy gap, $E_g$, the strained energy gap, $E_{gs}$ with composition $x$, calculated using the two models, Van de Walle “V” and Hrivnak, “H”. It is clear that the energy gap under compression strain ($x \leq 0.51$) increases from the unstrained value, whereas it decreases from the unstrained value when it is under tensile strain ($x \geq 0.51$). Although there is a big difference between the strained energy gap calculated using the two models in the range $x < 0.51$, there is almost matching in the other range $x \geq 0.51$ between the two models. However, Hrivnak's model is very sensitive to the effective masses values. Since there is a wide variety in the effective masses values reported in different literature, Van de Walle is more suitable to be used. A comparison between some of our calculations with published experimental results, was done which is summarized latter in table 4-II. From figure (4-6) we can recognize that the energy
gap under bi-axial tensile strain decreases considerably. Therefore, the energy gap of the strained Ga$_{56}$In$_{44}$P which is used as a BSF region in our experimental work, was decreased from the unstrained 1.93 eV value to 1.897 eV.

![Graph showing energy gap versus composition](image)

Fig. 4-6 The unstrained and strained Ga$_x$In$_{1-x}$P band gaps versus composition $x$. “V” is Van De Walle’s model and “H” is Hrivnak’s model.

This means that the difference in the energy gap between this BSF region and the Ga$_{51}$In$_{49}$P base region is just 0.0355 eV, which is much lower than expected from the unstrained value for heterojunction BSF. This may be a reason for the low improvement in the experimental measurements of the cells parameters under BSF compared to the “No BSF” case.
Figure (4-7) shows the variation of the conduction band edge, $E_c$, and the three valence band edges (heavy hole $E_{vhh}$, light hole $E_{vlh}$ and spin orbit split $E_{vso}$), with composition $x$ for strained Ga$_x$In$_{1-x}$P. The absolute values of the energy levels, have no meaning except they are measured. It is clear from figure (4-7) that for values of $x > 0.51$ the material is a light-hole like material. The light hole valence band which is the upper most valence band in the $x > 0.51$ region is almost flat in this range. Therefore, there is no heterojunction discontinuity in the valence band between Ga$_x$In$_{1-x}$P and Ga$_{51}$In$_{49}$P in the range $x > 0.51$. Consequently, for a Ga$_{56}$In$_{44}$P, n-type, low doped, BSF, there is no BSF barrier at the base-BSF interface for the minority-carrier holes in the valence band.

Thus, our calculations point out that the strain tends to wipe out any beneficial BSF minority carrier confinement effects that may be expected on the basis of unstrained band offsets. In our experimental grown cells, although this BSF region is heavily doped, which suppose to create an acceptable (even homojunction) barrier to the minority holes in the base region, the doping is very high with respect to the Ga$_{56}$In$_{44}$P such that it leads to other effects (band gap narrowing and even degeneracy) which will be explained latter. Figure (4-8) shows the variations of the band-offsets:

\[ \Delta E_g = E_g(Ga_xIn_{1-x}P) - E_g(Ga_{51}In_{49}P), \] the conduction band discontinuity;

\[ \Delta E_v = E_v(Ga_xIn_{1-x}P) - E_v(Ga_{51}In_{49}P), \] and the valence band discontinuity;

\[ \Delta E_v = E_v(Ga_xIn_{1-x}P) - E_v(Ga_{51}In_{49}P), \] with composition $x$ using Van de Walle's model.
Fig. 4-7 The $\text{Ga}_x\text{In}_{1-x}\text{P}$ strained conduction and valence band levels versus composition $x$.

We can get some conclusions from this figure (4-8). For the range $x < 0.51$, $\Delta E_v$ is positive and $\Delta E_c$ is negative that means we have a type I heterojunction interface. In this region also $\Delta E_g$ is negative that means that we can not use the strained $\text{Ga}_x\text{In}_{1-x}\text{P}$ of this region as a BSF region. This is because the BSF layer must have energy gap greater or equal to the cell's bandgap. In addition to that, since $\Delta E_c$ is negative in this range, no barrier exists (instead a sink) for the minority electrons in the conduction band for the $n/p/p^+$ cells.
Fig. 4-8 The band offsets, $\Delta E_g$, $\Delta E_c$, and $\Delta E_v$, between $\text{Ga}_x\text{In}_{1-x}\text{P}$ and $\text{Ga}_{0.51}\text{In}_{0.49}\text{P}$ versus composition $x$.

For the other range, where $x > 0.51$, we can use the strained $\text{Ga}_x\text{In}_{1-x}\text{P}$ as a BSF where $\Delta E_g$ and $\Delta E_c$ are positives. In this region the $\Delta E_v$ is almost zero, where it was seen in the previous figure, which means that the variation in composition $x$ leads directly to a variation in the conduction band with no significant variation in the valence band. This result shows that for a compositional graded strained layer in this range, the graded field lies completely in the conduction band. As a result of that we can assume that the conduction band varies with composition linearly while the valence band can be considered flat through the graded region.
Figure (4-9) shows the same parameters as those shown in figure (4-8) except the band-offsets are between the strained Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P and the GaAs, where, \( \Delta E_g = E_g(\text{Ga}_x\text{In}_{1-x}\text{P}) - E_g(\text{GaAs}) \), the conduction band discontinuity, \( \Delta E_c = E_c(\text{Ga}_x\text{In}_{1-x}\text{P}) - E_c(\text{GaAs}) \), and the valence band discontinuity, \( \Delta E_v = E_v(\text{Ga}_x\text{In}_{1-x}\text{P}) - E_v(\text{GaAs}) \). The energy levels at the heterojunction interface give a type II heterojunction for \( x < 0.35 \) and a type I heterojunction for \( x > 0.35 \). The calculations of the energy levels at the Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P/GaAs interface, are useful for the comparison between our theoretical calculations and the published experimental results.

![Graph showing band offsets between Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P and GaAs](image)

**Fig. 4-9** The band offsets, \( \Delta E_g \), \( \Delta E_c \), and \( \Delta E_v \), between Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P and GaAs versus composition \( x \).
Since, to our knowledge, the band offsets between strained Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P and GaAs have not been accurately determined yet, we made comparisons between our band offsets at the unstrained Ga\textsubscript{0.5}In\textsubscript{0.49}P/GaAs interface with other published experimental results. These values differ from one reference to another. Hasse [5] has values that are comparable to our unstrained offsets. Kobayashi [6] has experimental offset results of strained Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P grown over GaAs. These values are comparable to ours for the strained offsets. Table 4-II contains these experimental offset values between the Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P and the GaAs.

**Table II:** Experimental published band offsets between Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P and GaAs and our calculated ones.

| Reference               | \(x\) | \(|\Delta E_c|\) eV | \(|\Delta E_v|\) eV | \(\Delta E_g\) eV |
|-------------------------|-------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Current calculations "W"| 0.51  | 0.083          | 0.361          | 0.446          |
| Kobayashi [6]           | 0.51  | 0.03           |                | 0.428          |
| Rao [7]                 | 0.51  | 10.22          | 0.24           | 0.428          |
| Hasse [5]               | 0.51  | 0.108          | 0.353          | 0.461          |
| Biswase [8]             | 0.51  | 0.198          | 0.285          | 0.483          |
| Tiwari [9]              | 0.51  | 0.223          | 0.24           | 0.463          |
| Lee [10]                | 0.51  | 0.21           |                |                |
| Bhattachayara [11]      | 0.51  | 0.2            | 0.28           | 0.48           |
| Feng [12]               | 0.51  | 0.24-0.25      |                |                |
| Kobayashi [13]          | 0.51  | 0.14           | 0.45           |                |
| Current calculations "W"| 0.56  |                | 0.477          |                |
| Kobayashi [6]           | 0.56  |                | \(\approx 0.47\) |                |

**4.2 Effect of heavy doping on the band structure:**

Heavy doping can also have an important effect on the band offsets of heterojunctions. For GaAs material, the effective density of states in the conduction band, \(N_c\) \(4.7 \times 10^{17}\) cm\(^{-3}\) and in the valence band, \(N_v\) \(7 \times 10^{18}\) cm\(^{-3}\). These low values (compared to Si) mean that with just \(10^{18}\) cm\(^{-3}\) doping concentration, the p-type GaAs is heavily doped and the n-type GaAs is degenerate. Most III-V semiconductors have \(N_c\) and \(N_v\) in the same order of magnitude as those of GaAs.

In our experimental work, we use doping values up to \(3 \times 10^{18}\) cm\(^{-3}\). We studied the effect of heavy doping on the band offsets and the band levels of the strained GaInP. We calculated the effective density of states [14] from the electron and hole effective masses.

The band gap narrowing is calculated using the most common expression for p or n doped material:

\[
BGN = AN^{1/3}
\]

(4-1)

Where, \(BGN\) is the energy gap narrowing in eV, \(N\) is the doping concentration in cm\(^{-3}\) and \(A\) is a constant. The \(A\) values for the Ga\textsubscript{x}In\textsubscript{1-x}P were taken from Jain [15]. However, Jain suggested more terms to be added to equation (4-1). We used the common expression (4-1) following the approach of several published works.
Hannon [16], Chung [17], and Jain [15] suggested expression for the effect of degeneracy on the band gap narrowing which leads to an apparent band gap narrowing, \( \text{BGN}^* \), given by,

\[
\text{BGN}^* = \text{BGN} + KT \ln \left[ F_{1/2} \left( E_f/KT \right) \right] - E_f
\]

where, \( F_{1/2} \) is the Fermi-Dirac integral, and \( E_f \) is the Fermi level position with respect to the majority band edge in eV.

Band gap narrowing leads to shifts in both the conduction band and the valence band positions. Jain [15] suggested that the shifts of the two bands (conduction and valence) divided by their effective masses are equal, in the limit of high >10\(^18\) cm\(^{-3}\) carrier concentrations. He assumes that the heavy and light hole bands move together into the gap due to heavy doping.

### 4.2.1 Effect of band structure calculations on the performance of BSF in the GaInP cells:

Figure (4-10) shows the band levels of the Ga\(_{51}\)In\(_{49}\)P/Ga\(_{56}\)In\(_{44}\)P/GaAs structure. This is a typical structure of the (base/back surface field region (BSF)/substrate) of our grown solar cells. Figure (4-10a) shows the three regions as each region was grown alone. In this figure the Ga\(_{56}\)In\(_{44}\)P layer is unstrained. The Ga\(_{56}\)In\(_{44}\)P region looks as a good choice as a BSF to our cells from the discontinuity values between it and the base. The band gap discontinuity between the BSF and the base is about 73 meV divided between 53.5 meV in the conduction band and 18.7 meV in the valence band. This makes the structure a good one to be used in solar cells. However, the effect of strain that has to take place due to the difference in lattice constants, deteriorates these barriers that can be seen in figure (4-10b). The energy gap offset between Ga\(_{56}\)In\(_{44}\)P and Ga\(_{51}\)In\(_{49}\)P was reduced to 36 meV and lies mostly in the conduction band - 33.4 meV, as we seen before in fig. (4-8). From this structure we can predict that this may work as a BSF with a barrier for electrons in n/p/p+ structure but not for holes in p/n/n+ structure (not better than an isotype homojunction BSF Ga\(_{51}\)In\(_{49}\)P). The effect of heavy doping on the band gaps has to be taken into consideration. For an n-type Ga\(_{56}\)In\(_{44}\)P doped with 2x10\(^{18}\) cm\(^{-3}\), an additional narrowing to the energy gap takes place due to this heavy doping as seen in figure (4-10c). This leads to a conversion of the barrier in the valence band interface to a sink. This result shows that the existence of the heterojunction BSF is worse than a normal homojunction BSF. However, this heavy doping value, leads to a shift in the Fermi level inside the conduction band and the material becomes degenerate. This leads to an apparent widening in the band gap that opposes the shrinkage due to heavy doping effect alone. This widening can cancel this shrinkage. Our results indicate that the net result become widening rather than shrinkage which is seen in figure (4-10d). In this figure the sink in the valence band was changed to a barrier again and this figure is looking exactly as figure (4-10b) even with slightly higher barrier. The p-type Ga\(_{56}\)In\(_{44}\)P material with 2x10\(^{18}\) cm\(^{-3}\) doping, does not reach the degeneracy limit (the Fermi level still in the band gap over the valence band), and only shrinking in the band gap is the only result of heavy doping as seen in figure (4-10e) and (4-10f). We have a sink in the valence band interface and a reasonable barrier in the conduction band interface. This can work as a good structure for p-type BSF.

In our experimental measurement for the GaInP cells with strained Ga\(_{56}\)In\(_{44}\)P BSF, we found that the effect of strained Ga\(_{56}\)In\(_{44}\)P BSF on the cell parameters is not as expected from a heterojunction BSF. Figure (4-10d) may explain this behavior. At the valence band interface between the base and the BSF, a slight, negligible barrier to minority holes in a p/n/n+ structure exists. This negligible barrier is not enough to enhance the short circuit current of such a cell. However, at the conduction band interface, there is a reasonable barrier to the electron majority carriers in a p/n/n+ which is not the case for homojunction BSF or no BSF case. This barrier for majority carriers in a p/n/n+ structure may lead to a reduction in the majority carriers losses at that interface. This leads to a reasonable increase in the dark current which with no reasonable enhancement in the
short circuit current leads directly to a reduction in the open circuit voltage. These theoretical results agree with our measured ones from our cells. For an n/p/p\(^+\) structure, the barrier in the conduction band has to enhance the short circuit current over the no BSF case. In this case, there is no barrier for the majority carriers that let us expect an enhancement in the open circuit voltage and of course in the fill factor. Our experimental results do not show these enhancements over the No BSF case.

Fig. 4-10a The band levels and the interface discontinuities between GaAs, Ga\(_{56}\)In\(_{44}\)P, and Ga\(_{51}\)In\(_{49}\)P materials. No strain or doping effects.
Fig. 4-10b The band levels and the interface discontinuities between GaAs, Ga$_{56}$In$_{44}$P, and Ga$_{51}$In$_{49}$P materials. Strain effect is included.
Fig. 4-10c The band levels and the interface discontinuities between GaAs, Ga$_{56}$In$_{44}$P, and Ga$_{51}$In$_{49}$P materials. Strain effect and heavy doping effect are included (n-type material).
Fig. 4-10d The band levels and the interface discontinuities between GaAs, Ga$_{56}$In$_{44}$P, and Ga$_{51}$In$_{49}$P materials. Strain effect, heavy doping effect, and degeneracy effect are included (n-type material).
Fig. 4-10e The band levels and the interface discontinuities between GaAs, Ga$_{0.56}$In$_{0.44}$P, and Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P materials. Strain effect, and heavy doping effect are included (p-type material).
Fig. 4-10f The band levels and the interface discontinuities between GaAs, Ga_{56}In_{44}P, and Ga_{51}In_{49}P materials. Strain effect, heavy doping effect, and degeneracy effect are included (p-type material).

Strained Ga_{63}In_{37}P material which is used as a BSF region in our solar cells and/or with slightly increase in the Ga composition Ga_{65}In_{35}P this material is used as a window layer for solar cells too. Figure (4-11) summarizes the effect of strain alone then heavy doping and strain on the band levels of this Ga_{65}In_{35}P material. Although there is a high discontinuity between the unstrained Ga_{65}In_{35}P material and the Ga_{51}In_{49}P material, the effect of the strong strain on this Ga_{65}In_{35}P material is severe, due to the high mismatch as seen in figure (4-11). Figure (4-11d) shows the effect of strain and heavy doping on n-type Ga_{63}In_{37}P. It is clear from
this figure that the valence band barrier has almost disappeared. This strained layer if used as BSF layer for $p/n/n^+$ gives a worse values than that of a lower strained BSF. This is the case in our experimental results where the short circuit current, the fill factor and the open circuit voltage were deteriorated. Due to the high mismatch, the probability of misfit dislocation creation increases which may lead to deterioration in the cell parameters. For the p-type Ga$_{0.65}$In$_{0.35}$P as seen in figure (4-11e), even with strain and heavy doping effects, a good barrier for minority electrons in p-type region still exists at the interface. This makes this material a well material as a BSF for the n/p/p$^+$ structure. However, special care has to be taken in the growth of this strained material to avoid the misfit dislocation creation. This material with just slight increase in the Ga composition and care in fabrication, can work as a window layer for p/n Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P solar cells.

Fig. 4-11a The band levels and the interface discontinuities between GaAs, Ga$_{0.65}$In$_{0.35}$P and Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P materials. No strain or doping effects.
Fig. 4-11b The band levels and the interface discontinuities between GaAs, Ga$_{0.65}$In$_{0.35}$P, and Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P materials. Strain effect is included.
Fig. 4-11c The band levels and the interface discontinuities between GaAs, Ga$_{0.65}$In$_{0.35}$P, and Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P materials. Strain effect and heavy doping effect are included (n-type material).
Fig. 4-11d The band levels and the interface discontinuities between GaAs, Ga_{0.65}In_{0.35}P, and Ga_{0.51}In_{0.49}P materials. Strain effect, heavy doping effect, and degeneracy effects are included (n-type material).
Fig. 4-11: The band levels and the interface discontinuities between GaAs, Ga$_{0.65}$In$_{0.35}$P, and Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P materials. Strain effect, and heavy doping effect are included (p-type material).
Fig. 4-11f The band levels and the interface discontinuities between GaAs, Ga_{0.65}In_{0.35}P, and Ga_{0.51}In_{0.49}P materials. Strain effect, heavy doping effect, and degeneracy effects are included (p-type material).
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ABSTRACT

We have grown n/p and p/n GaInP$_2$ top cells, lattice matched to GaAs for multijunction tandem solar cells. We have studied the effect of different types of back surface field (BSF) layers on the cell parameters of each cell. These layers are namely, abrupt strained GaInP$_2$, graded strained GaInP$_2$, disordered GaInP$_2$ and AlGaAs layers. The measurements were done under 1-sun AM0 spectrum. The results show that the abrupt strained GaInP$_2$ BSF outperforms the disordered GaInP$_2$ BSF. Likely related to material quality, the AlGaAs layer clearly produce the least efficient cell. It has been found that the abrupt strained Ga$_x$In$_{1-x}$P$_2$ BSF with x=0.56 gives better results than the case with x=0.63 for the p/n/n structure.

INTRODUCTION

The multi-band gap multijunction tandem solar cells have attracted attention since the seventies [1]. The use of multijunctions in the photovoltaic field is done to achieve better matching to the solar spectrum than would be possible using single-junction solar cells. The III-V semiconductors are among the best materials to meet requirements of tandem solar cells. Numerous work has been done on the AlGaAs/GaAs lattice matched system. However, the AlGaAs has disadvantages. These disadvantages are: the formation of DX centers and the possibility of the Al to oxidize due to the sensitivity of AlGaAs for oxygen and water. The recombination velocity at the AlGaAs/GaAs interface is higher than that at the GaInP/GaAs interface [2]. We look for a material that is lattice matched to GaAs and has an energy gap as high as that of AlGaAs. One of the most promising material for the top cell is the GaInP$_2$ lattice matched to GaAs. To achieve high-efficiency multijunction solar cells, several parameters need optimization. Short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage, and fill factor must all be good simultaneously to produce high efficiency. An important source of losses is the recombination of minority carriers at the front and back surfaces of the cell. The BSF region at the back of the cell constitutes an energy barrier to the minority carriers in the base region. The interface states between the base and the BSF regions must be as low as possible to avoid another source of recombination. This could be achieved using lattice-matching materials. Reducing recombination at the back side of the cell could increase the short circuit current and reduce the saturation current and hence increase the open circuit voltage and the efficiency. Both window layer and back surface field layer for the top cell will affect performance of this junction. This top cell produces about two-thirds of the efficiency in a tandem stack, and it is not clear that either has been completely optimized. In previous work, both window layers for p/n GaInP$_2$ cells [3] and BSF layers for n/p GaInP$_2$ cells [4] have been studied. In the latter study, disordered GaInP$_2$ and quaternary AlGaInP$_2$ were examined and the disordered GaInP$_2$ was clearly superior to the Al-containing alloys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p or n</th>
<th>GaAs</th>
<th>Cap</th>
<th>0.2 µ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p or n</td>
<td>AlnP</td>
<td>Window</td>
<td>250 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p+ or n+</td>
<td>GaInP</td>
<td>Emitter</td>
<td>0.2 µ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n or p</td>
<td>GaInP</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>0.25 µ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n+ or p+</td>
<td>BSF</td>
<td>Region</td>
<td>150-200 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n+ or P+</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>0.2 µ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n+ or p+</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. The structure of the GaInP$_2$ Cell with all layers and the cap layer before etching (not to scale).

In this work, the study of BSF layers extends for n/p GaInP$_2$ to include lattice-matched AlGaAs layers, lattice-mismatched strained Ga$_x$In$_{1-x}$P$_2$ (x=0.51) and layers graded from x=0.56 to x=0.51, in addition to disordered GaInP$_2$. The present work also includes p/n devices since it is not clear whether an n/p or p/n tandem cell will be the most easily manufactured. Fig. 1 shows the structure of the cells used in this work. We have either n/p or p/n GaInP$_2$ lattice matched to GaAs with energy gap around 1.87 ev. The thickness of this cell is around 0.55 µm to ensure current matching with the bottom GaAs cell in the
multijunction structure. This thickness was also suggested [5] for the optimum thickness for this band gap under AM0. However, the theoretical work [6] from which this conclusion has been produced suggested a higher efficiency than one could expect from experimental results. This is because in this theoretical work, two main assumptions have been made. First, the collection efficiency is assumed 100%, and second, the recombination in the depletion region is neglected. If it was not neglected, it would add a limit to the efficiency because of the $10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ doping of the base which leads to a non negligible thickness in the depletion region. In addition to the main junction and the BSF layer, each cell has a buffer layer, a window layer and a cap layer. The purpose of the buffer layer is to provide a smooth surface between the GaAs substrate and the GaInP$_2$. The purpose of the window layer is to reduce the recombination at the front surface without absorbing light. It also affects the reflection at the top. The purpose of the cap layer, after etching, is to provide selected, highly doped areas on the surface to achieve good ohmic contact. The short circuit current, the open circuit voltage and the fill factor have been measured for a number of cells of each structure. These measurements were done under 1-sun AM0 solar spectrum using a solar simulator.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

The GaInP$_2$ were grown using atmospheric pressure MOVPE growth. All the cells were grown at 650 °C with growth rate of 0.04 μm/min for GaAs, 0.08 μm/min for GaInP$_2$ and 0.15 μm/min for AlGaAs. Trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylaluminum (TMAI), ethyldimethyl indium (EDMin), arsine (AsH$_3$) and phosphine (PH$_3$) are the source materials for the growth. Diethylzinc (DEZn) and hydrogen selenide (H$_2$Se) are used as the p-type and n-type dopants, respectively. The cells were processed as small-area devices using a concentrator grid metallization with a junction active-area of 0.141 cm$^2$ and total-area of 0.169 cm$^2$. The evaporated metallization was done using Au:Ge/Ni/Au for the n-type and using Ti/Au for p-type. In this work we have not used an anti-reflecting coatings, which would enhance our short circuit current by about 20% and the open circuit voltage and the efficiency.

Disordered GaInP$_2$ was grown by doping the material heavily while using a low V/I ratio namely (50:1). Strained layers used in all comparisons between different BSFs have compositions of Ga$_{0.56}$In$_{0.44}$P, which should produce unstrained band gaps of about 1.55 ev. Another strained layer with a composition of Ga$_{0.53}$In$_{0.47}$P, which has unstrained band gap of about 2.05 ev, was used for the comparison between different abrupt strained BSFs for p/n cells. This strained layers are thin (about 150-200 Å) to avoid exceeding the critical thicknesses of the alloys, thereby minimizing introduction of mismatch-related defects. The Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As (x about 0.8) BSF layer was not included in the n/p device because most of the energy gap discontinuity is in the valence band (between GaInP and AlGaAs), and poor minority carrier confinement results at the back surface (identical situation was observed in attempting to use AlGaAs as a window layer for p/n cells. That is, minority carrier electron confinement was almost non-existent.). A BSF layer graded from Ga$_{0.59}$In$_{0.41}$P to Ga$_{0.53}$In$_{0.47}$P over 150 Å was also evaluated and is referred to as graded BSF compared to the abrupt BSF for the other strained layer.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Fig. 2. shows the short circuit current (over an active area $0.141$ cm$^2$ and without an anti-reflecting coatings) under different types of BSF for both n/p/p+ and p/n/n+ cells. The values of the short circuit current are comparable for the different types of BSF. In the n/p/p+ and p/n/n+ structures. The short circuit currents for the abrupt and the graded strained layers GaInP$_2$ (case C and D) give the best results for both n/p/p+ and p/n/n+. These values are $J_{sc} = 10$ mA/cm$^2$ for p/n/n+ and $J_{sc} = 5.6$ mA/cm$^2$ for n/p/p+. In both structures, the short circuit currents for the disordered GaInP$_2$ (case B) give the worst results. Although the energy gap of the disordered GaInP$_2$ layer is higher than the strained one, the short circuit current is lower in this case. The main result in this figure is that the short circuit current in case of p/n/n+ is much higher than that of n/p/p+. This means that, it is better to work with a p/n/n+ cell with an abrupt or graded back surface field layers rather than an n/p/p+ cell. According to this results the work has been extended to look for the effect of using a more strained Ga$_{0.56}$In$_{0.44}$P BSF layer (x=0.63) with a p/n cell rather than an n/p cell.

![Fig. 2.](image-url)
structure the abrupt strained BSF outperforms the disordered BSF. The AlGaAs BSF gives the worst results for p/n/n+*. That means that inserting the AlGaAs layer between the substrate and the cell instead of enhancing the cell parameters as expected from a BSF layer, deteriorate the FF. This is also the case for all the n/pfp+ types, since the no BSF layer gives very good fill factor values.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.** The fill factor for different types of BSF for both n/p/p* and p/n/n* cells. A) no BSF layer, B) disordered GaInP2, C) abrupt strained GaInP2, D) graded strained GaInP2, and E) AlGaAs.

Fig. 4 shows the open circuit voltage for all BSF types. The disordered BSF for the p/n/n* gives the best result which is a negligible enhancement over the no-BSF case. The AlGaAs is still the worst type of BSF for the p/n/n* cells. For the n/p/p* structure, the abrupt strained GaInP2 gives the best open circuit voltage over all BSF types in this structure. The results from this figure show that there is no enhancement in the open circuit voltage for the p/n/n* structure which was not expected. However, for the n/p/p* structure there is a reasonable enhancement (40 mev) in the open circuit voltage for the case of abrupt strained GaInP2 over the no BSF case. The reason for that, is that the GaInP2 BSF layer is under tensile strain which will lead to a decrease in its energy gap than that of unstrained layer with the same composition. This decrease will lead to a lower band offset between the BSF layer and the base region. For the case of the strained Ga0.53In0.47P with x=0.58 BSF, the band offset between this layer with the base Ga0.53In0.47P with x=0.51 lies almost in the conduction band. This is why we could find a barrier for electrons as minority carriers in the p-base region (and hence an enhancement in the cell parameters), while we could not find this barrier for the holes in the n-base region.
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**Fig. 4.** The open circuit voltage for different types of BSF for both n/p/p and p/n/n* cells. A) no BSF layer, B) disordered GaInP2, C) abrupt strained GaInP2, D) graded strained GaInP2, and E) AlGaAs.

As a general conclusion from the previous results one can conclude that, although the abrupt strained GaInP2 BSF for the n/p/p* is the most effective structure, the absolutely highest results over the different BSF types in the two structures are that of the p/n/n* with a GaInP2 abrupt strained BSF layer.

To estimate the extent to which the Ga content of the BSF layer could be increased (to increase bandgap) without introducing a number of defects, a p/n/n* cell with a Ga0.63In0.37P BSF layer has been grown. The performance was compared with the cell containing Ga0.53In0.47P BSF layer and with the cell without BSF layer. Table I shows these data for the open circuit voltage, Voc, the short circuit current, Isc, and the fill factor, FF that reveal expected results. For the Ga0.63In0.37P layer in which tensile strain increases, performance drops off dramatically for all parameters after the improvements observed with a smaller amount of strain. As the mismatching between the base and the BSF layer increases as the critical thickness of the BSF region decreases and the possibility of creating misfit dislocations increases. These data certainly suggest the limits to which the strained layer concept can be extended. From all measurements, the best values we have obtained is the p/n/n* structure with a strained abrupt layer of Ga0.53In0.47P. Fig. 5 gives the I-V characteristics of this cell which has Voc = 1.336 volt, Isc = 1.418 mA (Jsc = 10 mA/cm²) (no anti-reflecting coatings) and FF = 0.86. With a proper optimization to the window layer and including anti-reflecting layers, the results would increase by a significant amount.
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Abstract

Atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) has been employed for the growth of highly strained (3.6%) GaP films and GaP/GaAs/GaP single quantum wells on (100) GaAs substrates at 500°C. Misfit dislocation formation in GaP was observed by Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) and chemical delineation of dislocations. The onset of dislocations in the GaP layers was also determined by the onset of degradation in electrical properties (breakdown voltage and reverse current) of GaP/GaAs Schottky diodes and in low temperature photoluminescence (FWHM and intensity) of GaP/GaAs/GaP single quantum wells. All techniques experimentally indicate a critical layer thickness (CLT) greater than 60 Å. This value is several times larger than the theoretical value (h_{c}<20 Å) predicted by the force balance model. This result may be related to the low growth temperature and the two dimensional (2-D) nature of the ALE growth process.
Introduction

Due to the tailorable nature in the optical and electrical properties, pseudomorphic strained layer epitaxy has attracted much attention in recent years as a source for alternative heterostructure materials. Several systems such as GaInAs/InP$^{1,2}$, GeSi/Si$^{3,4}$, InGaAs/GaAs$^{5,9}$, GaAsP/GaP$^{10}$, and GaAsP/GaAs$^{11,12}$ have already been investigated intensively from both material and device aspects. In strained layer epitaxy, layers are grown lattice mismatched to the substrate where pseudomorphic growth is supported for layers less than the critical layer thickness (CLT)$^{13}$. When the layer thickness exceeds the CLT, the mismatch is accommodated by both elastic strains and generations of misfit dislocations$^{13}$. These misfit dislocations degrade the structural, optical and electrical properties of materials$^{13}$. Therefore, it is very important to determine clearly the CLT value in strained layer systems. Large lattice-mismatch strained-layer systems that have very thin critical thicknesses require precise control of deposition rate and thickness uniformity. Atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) is a suitable candidate for growth of ultra-thin highly strained pseudomorphic layers due to its unique self-limiting mechanism.

The highly strained GaP/GaAs system grown on GaAs substrates with a mismatch of 3.6% can utilize GaP as a wide bandgap (2.26 eV at room temperature) alternative to the more commonly used semiconductor compounds with Al as a group III species. However,
the thickness of a single dislocation-free GaP layer grown on a GaAs substrate is limited to a CLT of approximately 16 Å as predicted by the theoretical force balance model of Matthews and Blakeslee\textsuperscript{12}. If thicker barrier layers are required to provide better confinement of carriers and prevent tunneling, the thickness of the high bandgap GaP layer must exceed the theoretical CLT. We report in this paper that the monolayer-by-monolayer and low temperature ALE growth can achieve GaP with layer thickness greater than the theoretical CLT that can be suitable for device potential applications. A single GaP overgrown layer and GaP/GaAs/GaP single quantum well structures grown on GaAs will be studied to determine the CLT in ALE grown layers.

**Growth**

The ALE growth of GaP and GaAs was achieved in an atmospheric-pressure quartz reactor with a specially designed graphite susceptor which has been described in detail elsewhere\textsuperscript{14}. TMGa was employed as the source of column III metal with bubbler temperature kept at -10 °C. The PH\textsubscript{3} and AsH\textsubscript{3} were utilized as column V source materials. The ALE growth for each layer entailed alternatively exposing the substrate to column III and column V streams of organometallic and hydride precursors. A constant 4 slm hydrogen flow was injected into the reactor by a central inlet tube during the growth.

All GaP layers in this study were grown by ALE at 500 °C. To prevent the growth of the ternary compound GaAs\textsubscript{P} and ensure interfacial abruptness after growth of a GaAs layer, the GaAs
sample was first positioned under the AsH₃ flux for 15 seconds; then the AsH₃ flux was turned off while the PH₃ flux was turned on. Prior to growth of the GaP layer, the sample was held stationary under the PH₃ flux for several seconds with a high hydrogen flow at low temperature (500 °C) to ensure removal of the AsH₃ gas from the reactor. An inversion of this technique was employed when switching from PH₃ to AsH₃ before growing GaAs on GaP in the strained quantum well studies.

The substrates used in the GaP/GaAs Schottky diode studies were semi-insulating (100) GaAs wafers. First, a 2000 Å undoped GaAs buffer layer was grown at 650°C utilizing a conventional MOCVD approach where the substrate is stationary and exposed to the TMGa and AsH₃ fluxes simultaneously. The buffer layer was followed by a 2000 Å Si-doped (3x17 cm⁻³) GaAs layer grown by ALE at 550°C. Finally, an ALE GaP layer was grown at 500°C. The planar Schottky device was fabricated first by evaporating a AuGe/Au (350 Å/1500 Å) Ohmic contact with an E-beam evaporator on a photoresist patterned surface followed by an anneal step at 425°C for 30 seconds in N₂. Next, a Schottky Ti/Au (600 Å/1500 Å) contact by E-beam evaporation was fabricated with a diode area 280 µm x 280 µm.

The characterization techniques used to determine the CLT of GaP on (100) GaAs were Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), chemical etch delineation of dislocations, electrical characteristics of GaP/GaAs Schottky diodes, and low temperature photoluminescence spectroscopy of strained GaP/GaAs/GaP single quantum wells.
Results and Discussion

TEM was used to view dislocation formation in GaP layers. Figures 1(a)-(c) show the plan-view TEM micrographs of the GaP layers on GaAs characterized by a Hitachi 800 Transmission Electron Microscope operating at 200 KV. The thickness of these GaP layers are 60, 80, and 200 Å, respectively, as determined from the ALE number of cycles. It appears a dislocation density was observed when the thickness of GaP layers increased from 60 to 80 Å. As revealed in Figure 1(c), most of the dislocation lines are of the misfit type running along (110) and (1-10) directions when the GaP layer thickness reaches approximately 200 Å. The rapid increase in dislocation density is an indication of strain relaxation by dislocation formation due to the very large lattice mismatch. From the dislocation onset, TEM suggest a CLT occurring between 60 and 80 Å.

Delineation of dislocations at the interface surface by chemical etching was also applied to study dislocation formations in the GaP layer grown on GaAs. The GaP layer was first removed by HCl followed by H\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4}: H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}: H\textsubscript{2}O (3:1:50) to remove the GaAs epilayer. Possibly due to cluster 3-D nucleation, discussed later in detail, in GaP layers exceeding a critical layer thickness, delineation of the 3-D clusters and associated dislocations in these GaP layers can be seen. This dislocation delineation shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b) are photographs taken from an optical microscope of the 60 Å GaP and 140 Å GaP samples after the mesa etch. A photograph of the 100 Å GaP sample was the same as the 60 Å GaP sample. This
technique is clearly not as sensitive as the TEM technique for determining dislocation onset, even though TEM is not the most sensitive technique, however; it illustrates, as did the TEM technique, a plan-view of the dislocations and that the theoretical CLT of GaP on GaAs has been exceeded.

The degradation of electrical properties for a fabricated GaP/GaAs Schottky diode was employed to determine the onset of misfit dislocations in the GaP layer or defects at the GaP/GaAs interface. The degradation of electrical properties in devices has been previously used to determine CLT's, for example, increase in leakage current for a p-i-n diode utilizing a GaInAs/InP strained layer superlattice or increases in reverse current and ideality factor for Schottky diodes formed from GaInP/InP strained material system. In our experiment, samples with GaP thicknesses of 0 Å, 20 Å, 40 Å, 60 Å, 100 Å, and 140 Å were grown to determine the CLT. The breakdown voltage at I=-280 µA and the reverse current at V = -1V were measured using a Hewlett-Packard 4145B semiconductor parameter analyzer. Figure 3 and 4 show the dependence of the breakdown voltage and the reverse current on the GaP layer thickness. From the figures, degradation of the electrical properties of these Schottky diodes occurs for GaP films thicker than 60 Å. This is in good agreement with the onset of misfit dislocations seen by TEM.

Degradation of optical properties of GaP/GaAs/GaP strained single quantum wells by low temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy was also used to verify the onset of dislocations at
the interface. Since the presence of dislocations act as nonradiative recombination centers, PL intensity and linewidth degradation has been used before for determining the CLT\textsuperscript{16}. For these quantum well experiments, a series of GaP/GaAs/GaP strained single quantum wells were grown by ALE at 500 °C directly on a (100) GaAs substrate. The thicknesses of the GaP barrier layers (20 Å, 40 Å, 60 Å, 80 Å, 120 Å, and 150 Å) were varied while the GaAs well width was held constant at 40 Å. All layer thicknesses were verified with cross-section transmission electron microscopy. A very uniform, two-dimension ALE growth of both GaP and GaAs with abrupt interfaces can be seen in Figure 5, a cross-sectional TEM micrograph of a GaP/GaAs/GaP strained single quantum well grown on a (100) GaAs substrate with barrier and well thicknesses of 60 Å. A plot of the relative PL intensities and the FWHM measured at 22 K (Figure 6) indicates an increase in FWHM in samples with GaP thicknesses in the range and greater than 80 to 120 Å. Similarly, a maximum in relative PL intensity at barrier thicknesses of 120 Å can be seen. The lower PL intensity for barrier layers less than 120 Å is due to reduced quantum confinement; while the increase in FWHM and the associated decrease in intensity for GaP layers greater than 120 Å is due to defect generation at the interfaces. This degradation range (80-120 Å) of the PL emissions from GaP/GaAs/GaP quantum wells is slightly greater than the onset of dislocations seen by TEM (60-80 Å). This discrepancy possibly may be due to strain sharing in the thin GaAs quantum well layer, thereby, increasing the experimentally measured CLT, or it may
simply be a less sensitive detection method.

Experimental CLT values greater than the predicted theoretical CLT values imply that the CLT depends not only on the amount of strain magnitude but on the mode of growth and the growth temperature. Important modes of growth are the three-dimensional (3-D) cluster formation or island growth and the two-dimensional (2-D) Frank-van der Merwe (FM) mode where the film covers the substrate and thickens uniformly. The FM mode is supported for growth temperatures below a certain roughening transition temperature (TR)\textsuperscript{17}. For thin overlayers the epitaxial strained film is coherent and the mismatch is completely accommodated by elastic strain. As the value of the equilibrium critical thickness is exceeded, it becomes energetically favorable for dislocations to start to appear at the strained interfaces. Therefore, the mismatch will be accommodated by a combination of elastic strain and interfacial misfit dislocations, rather than by elastic strain alone. This behavior is associated with kinetic barriers to the formation and motion of misfit dislocations. Therefore, it is currently believed that during this initial relaxation behavior, if the growth follows a 2D mode, dislocation sources are originated either from substrate threading dislocations\textsuperscript{18,12} or by heterogenous nucleation.\textsuperscript{19,20} The heterogenous nucleation center can be due to small clusters of impurity atoms, localized structural surface defects, or other sources that can produce localized stress concentration. These surface defects can play a major role in the initial stages of relaxation of strained-layer structures, and
their suppression can lead to the retardation of this relaxation process; thus, higher strain can be sustained for a given layer thickness. Therefore, ALE can yield high quality interfaces free from many defects and heterogeneous nucleation centers that can exist in other conventional growth technologies; thereby, higher CLT’s can be achieved. Two-dimensional growth is supported by ALE due to the one layer per cycle process where deposition of organometallic group III molecules migrate to their proper lattice sites followed by a reaction with group V hydride for growth of III-V compounds. In this manner, stoichiometric growth is achieved, thus reducing anti-site defects.

Growth at low temperatures is also desirable for maintaining high CLT’s. Research of InGaAs films with x=0.33 on GaAs substrates\textsuperscript{21} reports the onset of interfacial dislocations and 3D island growth for higher growth temperatures. Therefore, 3D growth is thermodynamically favored in lattice mismatch systems grown at high temperature which can lead to heterogeneous nucleation sites. Furthermore, in a recent publication, InGaAs with In as high as 45% was grown on GaAs well above the CLT at low substrate temperatures\textsuperscript{9}. The high CLT’s obtained in our results can also be contributed to low temperature growth (500°C) of GaP and ALE 2-D stoichiometric growth.

A potential application of the growth of thick GaP on GaAs is its use as a substitute for AlGaAs in high electron mobility transistors (HEMT’s) where the thickness of the AlGaAs layer is used for threshold voltage control\textsuperscript{22}. From preliminary results, we
have found that the etch rate of the ALE grown GaP layers is more than 50 times slower than that of GaAs for H₃PO₄-based and NH₄OH-based etchants. Even though AlGaAs has a high etching selectivity ratio to GaAs⁹³, the results suggest that GaP could be a suitable replacement for AlGaAs as an effective stop-etch layer. Furthermore, due to the high surface states of GaAs, passivation of GaAs with a wide-bandgap material lowers the surface recombination velocity⁷⁴. It has been reported that the interface between phosphorus compounds and GaAs has a lower recombination velocity than the AlGaAs/GaAs interface⁷⁵,⁷⁶. The gate Schottky barrier is also increased by the wide-bandgap material. Thus, GaP potentially could be used as an effective stop-etch, passivating layer and increase the Schottky barrier height in metal semiconductor field effect transistor (MESFET) structures.

Conclusion

Highly strained GaP films and GaP/GaAs/GaP single quantum wells were grown on (100) GaAs by low temperature atomic layer epitaxy with GaP layer thicknesses exceeding the theoretical CLT. All characterization techniques confirmed a CLT greater than 60 Å. This high value suggest that the onset of misfit dislocations in the GaP layer can be impeded due to low temperature 2-D ALE growth.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Plan-View TEM Micrographs of GaP Layers Grown On (100) GaAs. (a) 60 Å GaP layer, (b) 80 Å GaP layer, (c) 200 Å GaP layer.

Figure 2. Chemical Etch Delineation of Dislocations in GaP layer. (a) Mesa Etch of 60 Å GaP Grown on GaAs, (b) Mesa Etch of 140 Å GaP Grown on GaAs.

Figure 3. GaP/GaAs Schottky Diode Breakdown Voltage measured at I=-280μA for different GaP Thicknesses.

Figure 4. GaP/GaAs Schottky Diode Reverse Current Measured at V=-1V for different GaP Thicknesses.

Figure 5. A Cross-Sectional TEM Micrograph of a 60 Å GaP/60 Å GaAs/60 Å GaP Strain Quantum Well Grown on (100) GaAs Substrate.

Figure 6. PL Intensity and FWHM for a GaP/GaAs/GaP SQW’s with a Constant GaAs Well Thickness of 40 Å and Various GaP Barrier Thicknesses.
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Figure 1(a) 60 Å GaP layer
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Figure 1(b) 80 Å GaP layer
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Figure 1(c) 200 Å GaP layer
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Figure 2(a). 60 Å GaP grown on GaAs after Mesa Etch

Figure 2(b). 140 Å GaP grown on GaAs after Mesa Etch
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FIGURE 4
A Cross-Sectional TEM Micrograph of a GaP/GaAs/GaP Strained Quantum Well Grown on (100) GaAs Substrate

Figure 5. 60 Å GaP/ 60 Å GaAs/ 60 Å GaP SQW
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FIGURE 6
AlGaAs/GaInP heterojunction tunnel diode

6.1 Introduction

Multijunction or cascade solar cells may be considered the only promising approach for achieving high conversion efficiency by more efficient utilization of the solar spectrum. Theoretical studies for a two cell structure have shown, for example, conversion efficiencies of 30% and 40% for one sun and 500 suns, respectively [1]. A major challenge in the development of these multijunction solar cells is the requirement of a low resistance, optically transparent interconnect between the adjacent junctions [2]. The use of a tunnel junction is considered the most appealing approach for interconnecting the high and low band-gap cells. The tunnel junction should operate under forward bias at a current density of about 20 A/cm² for 1000 suns operation. The band-gap in the tunnel junction should be slightly larger than that of the top cell i.e. \( E_g \geq 1.8 \text{ eV} \) when GaAs (\( E_g = 1.43 \text{ eV} \)) and AlGaAs (\( E_g = 1.8 \text{ eV} \)) are used as the bottom and top cells, respectively. These requirements necessitate both n and p doping levels approaching \( 10^{20} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) in these high band-gap ternary alloys. Also dopants should have very low diffusion properties to minimize the junction degradation during the subsequent epitaxial growth processes. Previous efforts have only limited success. Tunneling was achieved in AlGaAs with \( E_g = 1.6 \text{ eV} \) whereas a backward diode was obtained for \( E_g = 1.9 \text{ eV} \) [3].
We present a new approach to achieve a heterostructure tunnel diode in the p⁺-AlGaAs/n⁺-GaInP material system with \( E_g = 1.9 \) eV and with performance suitable for 1000 suns solar concentration. The atomic Layer Epitaxy (ALE) growth approach was used for epitaxial growth of this heavily doped heterostructure. The material systems and dopants were chosen to satisfy the high levels and the low diffusion requirements. Carbon was chosen for the p⁺-doping since high levels, in the \( 10^{20} \) cm\(^{-3} \) range, can be achieved both in GaAs and AlGaAs [4]. Also carbon has a diffusion coefficient several orders of magnitude lower than other conventional p-type dopants such as Zn and Be [5]. Al\(_{0.36}\)Ga\(_{0.64}\)As is not the best candidate for n⁺ material due to the problem associated with DX-centers, resulting in doping levels only in the low \( 10^{11} \) cm\(^{-3} \) range [6]. Most of the donor atoms behave as deep levels rather than ionized impurities especially for a composition close to the Γ, L and X valleys cross-over. The band-gap of Ga\(_{0.51}\)In\(_{0.49}\)P (\( E_g \approx 1.9 \) eV) is about 0.3 eV lower than the band-gap at the direct-indirect transition which occurs at 2.2 eV. Thus the role of the deep levels "DX centers" is not as pronounced in Ga\(_{0.51}\)In\(_{0.49}\)P as in Al\(_{0.36}\)Ga\(_{0.64}\)As. DX center densities less than \( 10^{14} \) cm\(^{-3} \) were reported in n-type GaInP with \( n \sim 10^{17} \) cm\(^{-3} \) [7]. Selenium was used for n⁺-type dopant because it has relatively shallow donor levels [8]. ALE growth rather than MOCVD was chosen for several reasons. First, for p⁺-AlGaAs, carbon is readily extracted from the decomposition products of the organometallic sources without the need of any new dopant source such as CCl\(_4\) [9-11]. Second, low temperature growth, known to be essential for high Se incorporation [12] in the n⁺-GaInP layer, is possible in ALE growth. Third, for n⁺-GaInP, since in ALE growth the \( \text{H}_2\text{Se} \), dopant
source, is introduced separately from the organometallic sources, exposure times to H$_2$Se can be optimized for high doping levels independent of the growth rate. In ALE growth, the growth conditions for both p$^+$-AlGaAs and n$^+$-GaInP were optimized to achieve high doping levels rather than to maintain a monolayer per ALE cycle.

6.2 Experiment

In ALE growth, we use a specially designed growth chamber and susceptor, which has been described in chapter 2. The susceptor rotates between the column III and column V streams of organometallic and hydride precursors. Trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylaluminum (TMAl), trimethylindium (TMIn), arsine (AsH$_3$, 100%), and phosphine (PH$_3$, 100%) were the source materials. Hydrogen selenide (H$_2$Se, 45ppm in H$_2$), used as an n-type dopant source for the GaAs and GaInP layers, was introduced into the column V line during the ALE growth cycle.

p$^+$-AlGaAs and n$^+$-GaInP were grown by the methods described in chapters 4 and 5. Al$_{0.36}$Ga$_{0.64}$As with $p = 1 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$ was obtained by background carbon incorporation in the ALE growth. Se-doped Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P with $n = 5 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ was successfully grown at a growth temperature as low as 460 °C. These two heavily doped materials were combined together to fabricate an AlGaAs/GaInP heterojunction tunnel diode.

The tunnel diode structure shown in Figure 6.1 was grown on a Zn-doped p-type GaAs substrate and consisted of a 1000 Å p$^+$-AlGaAs layer ($p = 1 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$), a 1000 Å n$^+$-GaInP layer ($n \approx 5 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$) and a 5000 Å n$^+$-GaAs contacting layer.
Care was taken at the $p^+\text{-AlGaAs}/n^+\text{-GaInP}$ heterointerface to reduce the intermixing of As and P. After the growth of $p^+\text{-AlGaAs}$ at 600 °C, the sample was kept under an AsH$_3$ flux while the substrate temperature was reduced to 460 °C. After the temperature was stabilized, the AsH$_3$ flux was turned off and a PH$_3$ flux was turned on. After 20 sec, the growth of Se-doped GaInP was begun. After growth the sample was cut into several pieces. One piece was then annealed at 650 °C for 30 minutes and one at 750 °C for 30 minutes, both under an AsH$_3$ atmosphere. These two pieces, plus a third piece not annealed, were used to fabricate tunnel diodes. This annealing experiment was performed to simulate the growth of the top cell, usually AlGaAs, in the cascade solar cell structure. For electrical evaluation 2000 Å Au was deposited on the back side of the p-type GaAs substrate, and 1000Å AuGe / 300Å Ni / 2000Å Au were deposited on the GaAs top layer using photolithography techniques. Mesas with an area $200\mu\text{m} \times 200\mu\text{m}$ were etched using a 3-step etching method. First $\text{H}_3\text{PO}_4 : \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 : \text{H}_2\text{O} = 3 : 1 : 50$ solution was used to etch the GaAs top layer followed by $\text{HCl} : \text{H}_2\text{O} = 1 : 1$ solution to remove the $n^+\text{-GaInP}$ layer. Finally $\text{H}_3\text{PO}_4 : \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 : \text{H}_2\text{O} = 3 : 1 : 50$ solution was used again to etch the $p^+\text{-AlGaAs}$ layer and part of the p-type GaAs substrate.

### 6.3 Results and discussion

Figure 6.2 shows the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the as-grown tunnel diode at room temperature and at 150 °K. The diode does not exhibit a well-pronounced negative differential resistance region and has a peak to valley current
density ratio \( J_p/J_v \) of 1.3 at room temperature and 1.9 at 150 °K. While a tunnel diode without a well-pronounced negative differential resistance region is not suitable for digital applications, it is still suitable as the connecting junction in the cascade solar cell structure. In the latter case the value of the peak current density and the voltage drop across the connecting junction are the important parameters since they affect the open circuit voltage and fill factor in this solar cell structure. At room temperature, the total resistance of the tunnel diode structure is 2.6 Ω which corresponds to a specific resistivity of \( 1 \times 10^{-3} \, \Omega \text{cm}^2 \). At 20 \( A/cm^2 \), which is the approximate current density for an AlGaAs/GaAs two junction solar cell operating at 1000 suns, the voltage drop across this tunnel junction is only 21 mV. This voltage drop is an upper limit since no corrections for the probe, metal contact and substrate resistance have been considered. This is the best performance reported for a high band-gap tunnel diode \( (E_g = 1.9 \, \text{eV}) \) as the connecting junction in the cascade solar cell structure. A GaAs tunnel diode with a peak current density of \( \sim 45 \, A/cm^2 \) and a specific resistivity of \( 2 \times 10^{-3} \, \Omega \text{ cm}^{-2} \) has been reported [13]. The performance of the present heterojunction tunnel diode is comparable to the previously reported GaAs tunnel junction.

The fact that this high \( E_g \) tunnel junction has fairly high \( J_p \) can be attributed to several factors. The presence of a high excess current density enhances the value of \( J_p \) while reducing the \( J_p/J_v \) ratio. The excess current exist primarily due to the electron tunneling via energy states within the forbidden gap and can be represented by [14]
\( J_x = A_1 D_x \exp \left( -\alpha_x \left[ E_x - qV + 0.6 q (V_{n} + V_{p}) \right] \right) \)

Eq. (6-1)

where \( A_1 \) and \( \alpha_x \) are constants and \( D_x \) is the volume density of energy states within the band-gap via which electron tunneling occurs and \( E_x \) is the band-gap of the tunnel junction. \( V \) is the applied voltage and \( qV_n \) and \( qV_p \) are the fermi level penetrations into the conduction and valence band, respectively. As can be seen by Eq. (6-1), the excess current density will increase with the density of band-gap states and will exponentially increase as the applied voltage increases. In our tunnel diode, since both the p- and n-side of the junction are heavily doped, a high density of forbidden gap states may exist \(^{[13]} \) and J-V measured at room temperature shows high excess current density. The excess current density will decrease at lower temperatures, because the band-gap \( E_g \) will increase with decreasing temperature. In Figure 6.2 the decrease of the excess current density at lower temperature 150 °C is clearly shown. In addition to the high excess current density, the band-to-band tunnel current density is also fairly high. From Figure 6.2, at 150 °K \( J_p - J_n \) is about 40 A/cm\(^2\). If the high excess current density is taken into account, the actual band-to-band tunnel current density would be higher than 40 A/cm\(^2\). Although this high band-to-band tunnel current density (hereafter called the tunnel current density) is primarily due to the heavy doping on both sides of the junction, it may also have to do with the band line-up at the AlGaAs/GaInP interface. It has been reported that the Al\(_{0.36}\)Ga\(_{0.64}\)As/Ga\(_{0.51}\)In\(_{0.49}\)P interface has a staggered band line-up where both the conduction and valence bands of
AlGaAs have higher energies than those of GaInP [15]. Figure 6.3 (a) shows the energy band diagram of isolated p+ -Al$_{0.36}$Ga$_{0.64}$As and n+ -Ga$_{0.31}$In$_{0.69}$P [16]. $E_g$ is the band-gap and $E_c$ and $E_v$ are conduction and valence band edges, respectively. $X$ is the electron affinity and $Z$ is the work function. $X$ and $Z$ are the amount of energy needed to take the electron at the bottom of the conduction band and in the fermi level just outside the semiconductor, respectively. $\Delta E_c$ is the conduction band discontinuity. Anderson's model says that $\Delta E_c$ is the difference in the electron affinity of the two materials i.e. $\Delta E_c = X_1 - X_2$. $E_{nf}$ and $E_{fp}$ are the the fermi level in the n+ and p+-layer, respectively. The expected band line-up at the heterointerface when these two heavily doped materials are brought together is shown in Figure 6.3 (b). $qV_d$ is the built-in potential and it is defined as the difference in the work function of the two materials i.e. $qV_d = Z_2 - Z_1$. The built-in potential of the heterojunction with the conduction band discontinuity $\Delta E_c$ will be lower by $\Delta E_c$ than that of the junction without $\Delta E_c$. In the AlGaAs/GaInP heterointerface, if $E_n$ and $E_p$ are the fermi level penetration into the conduction and valence band, respectively, then $qV_d$ can be set equal to $E_{nf} - \Delta E_c + E_n + E_p$. In the AlGaAs/GaInP heterojunction, the depletion layer thickness $W$ can be represented by Eq. (6-2) [16].

$$W = \sqrt{\frac{2\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2 (V_d - V) (N_a + N_d)^2}{q (\varepsilon_1 N_d + \varepsilon_2 N_a) N_d N_a}}$$

Eq. (6-2)
where \( q \) is the electric charge, \( V \) is the applied voltage, and \( \varepsilon_1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 \) are the dielectric constants of n- and p-side, respectively. \( N_d \) and \( N_A \) are n- and p-type carrier concentration, respectively. Due to the conduction band discontinuity \( \Delta E_c \), which results in the lower built-in potential, \( W \) in the heterojunction with \( \Delta E_c \) will be decreased compared with that in the junction without \( \Delta E_c \) as can be seen in Eq. (6-2). The decrease of the depletion width \( W \) is quite small (several angstroms) since the conduction band discontinuity of the Al\(_{0.36}\)Ga\(_{0.64}\)As/Ga\(_{0.51}\)In\(_{0.49}\)P is \( \sim 150 \) meV, which is much smaller than band-gaps of the two semiconductors, both of which are \( \sim 1.9 \) eV. However, even such a small variation in \( W \) can affect the peak tunnel current density \( J_p \) significantly [17] because the tunnel current density is very sensitive to the value of \( W \) as shown below in Eq.(6-3), which is from Refs. [14] and [18]. In Eq. (6-3) \( W \) is included in \( F \), which is defined as the force on the tunneling electron by the electric field in the depletion region and can be represented by \( \sim ( \text{tunneling barrier height} )/W \).

\[
J_t = \frac{q m^*}{18 \hbar^3} \exp\left[ -\frac{\pi m^* \eta^2 E_g^{3/2}}{2\sqrt{2} \hbar F} \right] \left( \frac{\bar{E}}{2} \right) D
\]

\[
\bar{E} = \frac{\sqrt{2} \hbar F}{\pi m^* \eta^2 E_g^{1/2}}
\]

\[
D = \int_{E_{cl}}^{E_c} \left[ f_1(E) - f_2(E) \right] \left[ 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{2E^2}{\bar{E}^2} \right) \right] dE
\]

Eq. (6-3)

where \( J_t \) is the tunnel current density, \( m^* \) is the effective mass of the tunneling electron, \( E_g \) is the band-gap of the depletion layer, and \( f_1(E) \) and \( f_2(E) \) are the Fermi-Dirac
\( n^{+}\text{-Ga}_{0.51}\text{In}_{0.49}\text{P} \) \( \left( n^{+} = 5 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3} \right) \) with \( \Delta E_x = 0.150 \text{ eV} \). The left side of the vertical axis refers to diodes (A), (C) and (D), while the right side refers to diode (B), whose current density is too small to be displayed on the same scale with (A), (C) or (D). The programs used to calculate J-V curves for diodes (A) and (D) at room temperature are included in the Appendix. For (A) and (B), the program in Ref.[18] was followed with some changes such as values of electron and hole effective masses and dielectric constants. For Al\(_x\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)As with \( 0 < x \leq 0.45 \), the band-gap \( E_x \) at room temperature was calculated using

\[
E_x(x) = 1.424 + 1.247x \text{ (eV)} \quad \text{Eq. (6-4).}
\]

The effective masses of the conduction band electrons and the valence band holes were represented by

\[
m_e^* = (0.067 + 0.083x)m_0 \quad \text{Eq. (6-5)}
\]

and

\[
m_h^* = (0.48 + 0.31x)m_0 \quad \text{Eq. (6-6)}
\]

respectively. Eqs. (6-4), (6-5) and (6-6) are from Ref.[20]. The dielectric constant of Al\(_x\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)As was estimated using

\[
\varepsilon = 12.9 - 2.0 \times ((E_x(x) - 1.424)/(3.03 - 1.424)) \quad \text{Eq. (6-7)}
\]

which differs from the corresponding equation in Ref.[18] only in the direct band-gap values of GaAs and AlAs. For the \( p^{+}\text{-Al}_{0.36}\text{Ga}_{0.64}\text{As}/n^{+}\text{-Ga}_{0.51}\text{In}_{0.49}\text{P} \) heterojunction tunnel diodes, (C) and (D), further modification such as the incorporation of the depletion width narrowing due to \( \Delta E_x \) and the change of the tunneling electron effective mass was made in the program used for diodes (A) and (B). The electron effective mass
for Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P was taken as $m^*_e = 0.1 m_0$ [21]. $\varepsilon = 12.016$ was used as the Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P dielectric constant. Since the presence of $\Delta E_c$ at the heterointerface is not considered to affect the tunnel barrier height, $F$ in Eq. (6-3) should be represented by $F = [q(V_d-V)+\Delta E_c]/W$ for the calculation of $J_p$ of the heterojunction. The value of $\Delta E_c$ can be estimated by combining the reported values of the conduction band discontinuities of AlGaAs/GaAs and GaInP/GaAs heterostructures. $\Delta E_c$ of the Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P/GaAs structure is reported to be in the wide range of 30 - 390 meV [22]. If $\Delta E_c$ of $\sim 100$ meV is taken for the Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P/GaAs heterointerface [22] and $\Delta E_c$ of the AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure is assumed to be 60% of the difference in the band-gaps of AlGaAs and GaAs, $\Delta E_c$ of the Al$_{0.36}$Ga$_{0.64}$As/Ga$_{0.51}$In$_{0.49}$P heterojunction can be assumed to be 150 meV, which was used in our calculation. $\Delta E_c$ at 150 °K was assumed to be equal to that at room temperature.

J-V curves for diodes (A) and (C), show only a small difference, which is attributed mainly to the differences in physical constants of two structures such as electron effective mass and dielectric constants. However, the J-V curve for diode (D) shows significant differences from those for diodes (A) and (C). $J_p$ of diode (D) is increased by $\sim 35\%$ and $\sim 50\%$ compared with those of diodes (A) and (C) at room temperature and at 150 °K, respectively. At 150 °K, the peak tunnel current density for all of the diodes is lower than at room temperature, mainly due to the increase of the band-gap and, thus, the increase of tunneling barrier height. Our calculation succeeded in showing that $\Delta E_c$, which results in the decrease of depletion layer thickness, indeed affects the tunnel current density, although it produced lower $J_p$ value.
than the observed $J_p - J_v$ value at 150 °K in Figure 6.2, which is expected to be closer to the actual band-to-band tunnel current density due to lower excess current density at lower temperature. The difference between the calculated and experimental results can be attributed to the uncertainties in the physical constants such as the electron effective mass and to the deviation of the tunneling barrier shape assumed in the calculation from the exact shape. In a hypothetical extreme case of $\Delta E_c = E_{c2}$, $W$ would be almost zero and the tunnel current density would be infinitely high.

Even though a $p^+ - \text{Al}_{0.35}\text{Ga}_{0.65}\text{As}$ ($p^+ = 1 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$)/$n^- - \text{Al}_{0.35}\text{Ga}_{0.65}\text{As}$ ($n^+ = 5 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$), diode (A), was compared with a $p^+ - \text{AlGaAs}/n^+ - \text{GaInP}$ heterojunction in Figure 6.5 (a) and (b), in practice it is almost impossible to grow $n^+ - \text{Al}_{0.35}\text{Ga}_{0.65}\text{As}$ with $n^+ \geq 1 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ due to DX centers. The maximum reported value of n-type carrier concentration in AlGaAs with $E_x \geq 1.8$ eV is limited to the mid $10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. With this value of n-type carrier concentration, $p^+ - \text{AlGaAs}/n^+ - \text{AlGaAs}$ with $E_x \sim 1.9$ eV does not seem to be suitable as the interconnect part of the cascade solar cell operating at high solar concentrations as can be seen from the curve (B) in Figure 6.5 (a) and (b). The change of the peak tunnel current density $J_p$ with the variation of the depletion layer thickness $W$ is shown in Figure 6.6 (a). $J_p$ was calculated simply by deleting the integral part $D$ of Eq. (6-3) [17]. $J_p$ decreases exponentially as $W$ increases as is the case of the GaAs tunnel diode [17]. Figure 6.6 (b) shows the variation of the depletion region width at equilibrium with the doping level in the n-side of the $p^+ - \text{AlGaAs}/n^+ - \text{GaInP}$ heterojunction. The decrease of the depletion region width by $\Delta E_c$ is also shown. Figures 6.6 (a) and (b) demonstrate the necessity of achieving
high doping levels in the n-side of the junction, thereby achieving a high $J_p$ value. The results in Figure 6.5 show, for the preparation of the high band-gap tunnel diode, the p-AlGaAs/n-GaInP material system is better than p-AlGaAs/n-AlGaAs system primarily due to the achievability of the high doping levels $\sim 5 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ in the n$^+$-side of the tunnel junction. The conduction band discontinuity of the p$^+$-AlGaAs/n$^+$-GaInP also contribute to the high peak current density.

Figures 6.7 (a) and (b) show the performances of the tunnel diodes made with samples annealed at 650 °C and at 750 °C for 30 minutes. The performance of the diode annealed at 650 °C did not degrade seriously, while the diode annealed at 750 °C showed some degradation. At 20 A/cm$^2$ the voltage drops across the tunnel junctions were 58 mV and 100 mV for the samples annealed at 650 °C and at 750 °C, respectively. The peak current density $J_p$ of the sample annealed at 750 °C decreased about a factor of three compared with $J_p$ of the as-grown sample. This performance degradation may be attributed to the diffusion of the dopant atoms across the junction. Both carbon and selenium used as the dopant species are reported to have very low diffusion coefficients in GaAs. The reported value of the diffusion coefficient of carbon $D_c$ in GaAs is $D_c = 2 \times 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$/sec at 800 °C [5], and that of selenium is $D_{se} = 3 \times 10^{-18}$ cm$^2$/sec at 700 °C [23]. Under the assumption that $D_c = D_{se} = D = 1 \times 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$/sec at 750 °C and $D_c$ and $D_{se}$ have the same value in both sides of the junction, a rough estimate of the increase of the depletion layer thickness and thus the decrease of $J_p$, after annealing, was made. From diffusion theory in Ref. [24], the concentration profile of C and Se atoms at the position x from the junction at time t is
\[ N_c(x) = \frac{N_{Co}}{2} \text{erfc} \left( \frac{x}{2 \sqrt{Dt}} \right) \]
\[ N_{Se}(x) = \frac{N_{Seo}}{2} \text{erfc} \left( \frac{-x}{2 \sqrt{Dt}} \right) \]

Eq. (6-8)

where \( N_c(x) \) and \( N_{Se} \) are the concentration profile of carbon and selenium, respectively. \( N_{Co} \) and \( N_{Seo} \) are the concentration of C and Se in the p- and n-side of the as-grown junction, which is expected to be close to an abrupt junction, and \( t \) is the annealing time and \( \text{erfc} \) is the complementary error function. The gradient of the doping profile, p-n, at \( x = 0 \) can be set equal to

\[ \left( \frac{d}{dx} \left[ N_c(x) - N_{Se}(x) \right] \right)_{x=0} = -\frac{N_{Co} + N_{Seo}}{2} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi Dt}} \]

Eq. (6-9)

If we make another assumption that the doping profile around the junction is linearly graded and the slope of the linearly graded junction \( a \) is equal to the absolute value of the doping profile gradient at \( x = 0 \), which is given by above equation, \( a \) is

\[ a = \left( \frac{-N_{Co} + N_{Seo}}{2} \right) \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi Dt}} \]

Eq. (6-10)

The depletion region width \( W \) of the linearly graded junction with a slope \( a \) is given by [14]
where $\varepsilon_s$ is the dielectric constant, $q$ is the electron charge and $V_{bi}$ is the built-in potential. In our case, $W$ can be represented by

$$ W = \left( \frac{12\varepsilon_s V_{bi}}{q a} \right)^{1/3} $$

Eq. (6 - 11)

In our case $\varepsilon_s \sim 12.0\varepsilon_o$, $V_{bi} \sim 1.9$ V, $N_{Co} = 1 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$, $N_{Seo} = 5 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$. $D_t = 1 \times 10^{16} \times 30 \times 60$ cm$^2 = 1.8 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^2$ for 30 mins. annealing time. With these values, $W \sim 114$ Å was estimated. In Figure 6.6 (a) $J_p$ at $W = 114$ Å, the estimated value of $W$ of the tunnel junction annealed at 750 °C, is about an order of magnitude less than $J_p$ at $W = 95$ Å, which was the calculated value of $W$ of the assumed abrupt junction of the as-grown tunnel diode. Our rough estimate of the decrease of the peak current density can partially explain the experimental results. Table 6.1 summarizes the main features of the tunnel diodes as-grown, annealed at 650 °C and 750 °C. The results for the GaAs tunnel diode were also included for comparison.

6.4 Conclusion

A p$^+$-AlGaAs/n$^+$-GaInP tunnel junction was grown by ALE using C and Se for
the p- and n-type dopants, respectively. There is only \( \sim 20 \) mV voltage drop across this junction at 20 A/cm\(^2\), which is the expected current density for an AlGaAs/GaAs two junction solar cell at 1000 suns operation. Our calculation shows that p\(^+\)-AlGaAs/n\(^+\)-GaInP heterostructure can be considered as a better material system than p\(^+\)-AlGaAs/n\(^+\)-AlGaAs structure for the connecting tunnel diode in the cascade solar structure, primarily because doping levels as high as \( 5 \times 10^{19} \) cm\(^{-3}\) can be achieved for the n\(^+\)-side material. In addition, the conduction band discontinuity at the heterointerface also contributes to high band-to-band tunnel current density. Even though the performance of the tunnel diode annealed at temperatures higher than the growth temperature, especially at 750 °C, showed degradations, probably due to the diffusion of the dopant species, the voltage drop across the junction at 20 A/cm\(^2\) is still low enough for this junction to be suitable for 1000 suns operation. This p\(^+\)-AlGaAs/n\(^+\)-GaInP heterostructure diode is the first reported tunnel diode fabricated using high band-gap material systems suitable for a cascade solar cell structure operating at 1000 suns.
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Table 6.1  Main features of the heterojunction tunnel diodes as-grown, annealed at 650 °C and annealed at 750 °C. Results for a GaAs tunnel diode from Ref.[13] were also included for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>As-grown</th>
<th>Annealed at 650°C</th>
<th>Annealed at 750°C</th>
<th>GaAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak Current Density (A/cm²)</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Voltage (mV)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Resistivity (Ωcm²)</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$2.9 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$4.6 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Drop at 20 A/cm² (mV)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.1  Structure of the p⁺-AlGaAs/n⁺-GaInP heterojunction tunnel diode.
Figure 6.2  J-V characteristics of the as-grown heterojunction tunnel diode at room temperature and at 150 °K. The diode is oscillating in the negative differential resistance region.
Figure 6.3  Energy band diagram of isolated $p^+\text{-AlGaAs}$ and $n^+\text{-GaInP}$ (a) and the expected band line-up when these two materials are brought together (b).
Figure 6.4  

The band line-up of the p\textsuperscript{+}-AlGaAs/n\textsuperscript{+}-GaInP heterojunction at forward bias (a) and at reverse bias (b). The electron tunneling through the barrier is shown.
Figure 6.5  The calculated J-V curves for four different tunnel diodes at room temperature (a) and at 150 °K (b). See text for the specification of diodes (A), (B), (C), and (D).
Figure 6.6  Variation of the peak tunnel current density $J_p$ with the depletion layer thickness $W$ (a) and $W$ as a function of the doping level in the n-side of the $p^+$-AlGaAs/n$^+$-GaInP heterojunction (b). In (b), the doping level of the $p^+$-side of the junction is fixed at $1 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$. 
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Depletion Layer Thickness (Ångstrom) vs. \(N_d\) (Times E19 cm\(^{-3}\))

- \(\Delta E_c = 0.0\) eV
- \(\Delta E_c = 0.15\) eV
Figure 6.7  J-V characteristics of the samples annealed at 650 °C (a) and at 750 °C (b) for 30 minutes. The measurements were performed at room temperature. The diodes are oscillating.
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